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On the cover of last month’s Freewheelin – Number 232,December
2004, I only told half a story. This month I intend to put that
right. The ‘story’ concerned Picasso’s 1937 painting Guernica
which is mentioned by Dylan in Chapter 5 of Chronicles. As I
explained last time around, Guernica is an immense painting for
it measures twelve feet deep and twenty six feet wide. Now I
don’t usually do things by halves but that is what I did because,
by reason of the very size of the painting, the backdrop to the
cover of 232 showed only the right hand side of the work. In
order to complete the picture and thus finish the story, this
month has the other side.
One of the interesting things about this painting is that, for
the first time, Picasso allowed himself an audience while he
worked. The giant work was completed over a period of about a
month, and during that time various visitors to the artist’s
studio watched him, brush in hand, sleeves rolled up, working
away whilst obsessively talking about the progress of the
painting and art in general. Picasso thus became a performing
artist.
There are more horrifying images of death and destruction on this
side of the painting and the figure above Picasso with hands
outstretched towards an open window is particularly startling. If
Dylan,another performing artist, painted his own picture of death
and destruction caused by war I wonder what sort of images he
would include? Perhaps there would be an image of a newborn baby
with wild wolves all around it; or a picture of a highway of
diamonds with nobody on
it; or a black branch with blood that
kept drippin’; or a room full of men with their hammers ableedin’; or a white ladder all covered with water; or ten
thousand talkers whose tongues were all broken; or images of guns
and sharp swords in the hands of young children. Who knows, we
can only imagine.
The right hand of the fleeing figure in the foreground of
Guernica is showing almost a clenched fist which seems to be
trying to squarely grasp Dylan, whist the fingers of the left
hand are open and pointing towards Picasso. In the meantime these
two performing artists have something else in common. They both
like striped T-shirts!
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by Mark Carter
This month we'll be concentrating entirely on the Bob 'n' Willie August /
September tour of minor baseball parks. It was quickly dubbed the "Field Of
Dreams" tour by the media, though its official title was the less appropriate and
somewhat immodest "Bob Dylan Show".
Overall, it was very well received, though it has to be said that Nelson's friendly
Greatest Hits set quite often pleased the critics more than Bob's "take no
prisoners" blitzkrieg approach, and, if reports of large portions of the crowd
leaving after Nelson's set are to be believed, then it seems as though the
audience quite often agreed with them.
Anyway, just before we get into that, there's the small matter of Bob's warm-up
gig (is he ever off the road long enough to actually cool down, I wonder?) at
Poughkeepsie's 750-capacity The Chance, where, by all accounts, his close
proximity to a small and lively audience brought out one of his best performances
of the year. John W. Barry of the Poughkeepsie Journal agreed that this was
top-notch Dylan; "...With the swagger of a cranky old neighbour, peering through
the squinting eyes of a desert shaman, sometimes looking scarier than Vincent
Price, Dylan delivered." Barry reckons the highlight of the night was Highway 61
Revisited, closely followed by It Ain't Me Babe. "Neither," he informs us, "was
played as originally recorded." No?!! Really??!
The Bob Dylan show kicked off a few days later in Cooperstown, at Doubleday
Field, where R. Patrick Corbett of the Utica Observer-Dispatch spent much of
his review discussing the audience and what they had to say ("I'm here for
Willie!", "Bob's the man!", etc. etc.), but he does manage to reveal that “Willie
Nelson got them in gear and Bob Dylan drove them to the finish line." So that's
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okay, then.
Mark Boshnack of The Daily Star also reported on the show, but again devoted
most of his article to fan comments and most of them were about Willie Nelson.
Belinda Mott, 43, told Boshnack that "I like how 'up' Willie is." Oh dear; you could
have phrased that a bit better, Belinda.
Michael Eck (what a pity his first name wasn't Bye - geddit? Geddit?) of Albany's
Times Union reckoned that Dylan's keyboards were too low in the mix, but that
this was not a bad thing "given his instrumental abilities". Even so, he enjoyed his
set, and the band, too, who are "full of fine hats, sharp suits and guitar
firepower", and concluded that the show hit a home run.
Tim Wiles of coopercrier.com had a thoroughly good time at the show, citing his
favourite performance as I Don't Believe You, and calling Dylan's vocals "stylish
and clear". Indeed, he felt that Bob was on far better form than at some recent
shows; "...as a veteran of a couple dozen Dylan shows, I was impressed with the
energy level Dylan brought to the performance, and I have never seen the band
rock harder...Throughout his long career, there have been times when he was
not performing at his peak potential, but this was a virtuoso performance." Oh
yes, and Bob has introduced another "joke" to his repertoire; "Speaking of

baseball, Stu got a bat for his wife. It was the worst trade he ever made."
Come back, Mike Yarwood; all is forgiven. No; actually stay away, Mike, nothing
is, in actual fact, forgiven (note to overseas readers; Mike Yarwood
was...er...Well, he was crap. That's all you need to know, really). "The man of a
thousand voices!" Yes, and all of them Mike Yarwood's).
And on that bombshell, onto Brockton, where an unknown reporter from
countrystandardtime.com enjoyed both Bob and Willie, claiming that, despite
their advancing years, neither are any the worse for wear and, in Dylan's case, is
even getting better. Whilst he concurs that Bob's voice is a tad on the rough side
these days, he insists that he sang "with a passion all night" and that his show
"benefits greatly from a stellar band". At the end of his set, Dylan managed to
thank the audience and, despite his lack of audience rapport, left the safety of his
keyboards to finally stand centre-stage, where "he seemed to have a glow about
him.... (and) an inward smile."
Steve Morse of The Boston Globe also enjoyed Bob at Brockton, suggesting
that choosing the keyboard as his preferred choice of weapon onstage nowadays
may not be such a bad thing; "....he was able to focus more on his vocals with
surprising nuance given his gravelly, time-ravaged pipes. And when he did the
popular Mr. Tambourine Man as an encore, all was indeed well in Brockton."
A few days into the tour and John W. Barry of the Poughkeepsie Journal ran an
article on one of the two chefs that will cook for Bob and Willie during the entire
six week run. Kris O'Connor, a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America has
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already been on the road with the recent Simon And Garfunkel "Old Friends"
reunion tour and now she and her crew will serve 50 people for lunch and 80 or
90 for lunch and dinner on every stop of the "Bob Dylan Show". What Bob will
finally sit down to eat is largely dictated by what area the show is playing in, so
her "runner" may select big sides of brisket for barbecues in Texas, bratwurst in
Milwaukee, crab cakes in Maryland and farm goat cheese in Dutchess County.
"What about the vegetable, Mr. Dylan?" "No, I don't think the drummer's hungry,
thanks." (sorry, old joke but I couldn't resist it). Despite working a 15 hour-day,
she reckons it never gets boring, especially near show time with the soundcheck
taking place and people running here there and everywhere. "And," she
concludes,"....with the feedback from the band and crew, it's not like we were
doing a thankless job."
Daniel Neman of the Richmond Times-Dispatch found a very impressive Bob
Dylan performing at Richmond's The Diamond. Though he didn't consider his
voice to be at its best (one comedian in the audience, while discussing the band,
commented; "Think how good they'd be with someone who can actually sing."),
he was pleased to get a set list that included "a turbocharged" Highway 61
Revisited, "a stunning" Summer Days and "the brilliant" Things Have Changed.
Neman was equally impressed with a show that again revamped the oldies so
that It Ain't Me Babe and Blind Willie McTell were "virtually unrecognisable". On
the other hand, he found Nelson's attempt at "making his old songs sound like
new songs" to be less successful and ultimately disappointing.
Johnathan Hunley and Wayne Countryman both attended Richmond for
Fredericksberg.com and found Dylan to be the better of the two star attractions,
even his voice was okay; "...often chided for sounding mush-mouthed, his
pronunciation got better as the night went on." And while Nelson's set was
pronounced "fun", Dylan was the man who got the feet tapping; "...old Bob
showed he could swing, too, with the jazzy Summer Days. A stadium garbage
man even succumbed to this song's groove, and danced while he unfolded a
black plastic bag near us." There you are; rock 'n' roll - it recognises no
boundaries.
At Ripken Stadium, Geoffrey Himes of the Baltimore City Paper was prepared
for the worst when Dylan opened up with an all but unintelligible Drifter's Escape.
His voice was a "raspy croak" and a torrential summer rainstorm was busily
soaking an audience still drying off from an earlier drenching. The omens were
not good, then, when Willie and his sons joined Bob for the first duet of the tour
on Milk Cow Blues. "Willie and I go way back," Bob announced, "There's nothing
I wouldn't do for him and there's nothing he wouldn't do for me." And, indeed, the
duet worked well and encouraged Dylan to step it up a gear or two, and from
there on the concert improved dramatically. Full marks too, according to Himes,
to his band "who coaxed their boss into better and better singing." By the time
the obligatory encores came around, Dylan was in such good spirits that he even
answered a request for A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall. "But," Himes concludes, "He
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seemed to grin slyly as the rain fell even harder during the last verse."
Halfway through the tour, and Jerry Mickleson, co-owner of Chicago's Jam
Productions (who put the tour together) was waxing lyrical about its success to
John Sinkevics of The Grand Rapids Press. "It's as great as it could have
been," he gushed, "We're having a totally incredible time." He points out that
several of the dates have sold out, while other acts are finding it difficult to shift
tickets this summer, and that part of the success is down to the family audience
that they deliberately courted for this tour; "It's like the crowds you see at an
actual ballgame. It's different than an audience you might see at a nightclub on a
Thursday night." He reveals that the genesis of the tour began back in 1997
when Dylan played a sold-out concert at a ballpark in St. Paul. When Jam
Productions proposed a more extensive tour, Dylan jumped at the chance; "(He)
loved the idea, because Bob likes to play alternative venues. He doesn't like to
play the same venues." And, while he insists that Nelson's voice is as good, if not
better, than ever ("if anything, it's more refined and deep and expressive"), what
about Bob's? "His band is incredible." Yes, but what about his voice? "They look
really really snazzy." Enough about his band's stage clothes already! Tell us what
you think of Bob's singing voice! "I think his singing and performing are fantastic."
Thank you, is that it? "He's got a lot of style."
Onto Kentucky's Applebee's Park, where kentucky.com's Walter Tunis was
especially impressed with our Mr. Dylan; "...Best of all, the often detached Dylan
looked to be having a ball as he flashed huge grins to his band mates during the
bluesy rumble of Honest With Me. Such a moment hardly demystified Dylan. But
it certainly presented him as an involved, invigorated and, yes, very human rock
'n' roll voice."
The Indianapolis Star's David Lindquist journeyed to South Bend's Coveleski
Stadium, where he found Bob's "tolerate-it-or-leave-it" voice to be more tolerable
than at some previous visits. Wisely recognising that Nelson's call-and-response
duet on I Shall Be Released was a safer bet than trying to harmonise with Dylan,
Lindquist found that things got even better as his set wore on; "...When relative
live rarity Lay Lady Lay and reliable sonic tornado Highway 61 Revisited arrived
later, Dylan enunciated as if he truly cared."
At the same show, Andrew S. Hughes of the South Bend Tribune also enjoyed
Bob's set, though he was less convinced by what remains of The Voice in 2004;
"...(it was) rough and more gravelly than ever, but it sounded strong, and he sang
with conviction. He did, however, slur at times, making it difficult to understand
every line he sang." I guess that's why we have the albums, no?
At Michigan's Fifth Third Ballpark, John Sinkevics of The Grand Rapids Press
devoted most of his review to Bob's performance, though not everything on or off
the stage impressed him. For starters, he reports that many fans were
disgruntled that Dylan's management didn't allow them to bring binoculars into
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the venue (I can understand how they felt; it's one thing to try to ban cameras,
but to ban binoculars?? Just how paranoid is the silly old fart getting?). Also, he
felt that Bob's "brittle rasp" was less effective on the ballads and the duet with
Nelson. However, during the rockers - and especially the encores - Bob was on
form; "...when the 63 year-old singer and his band virtually sizzled on an encore
comprised of the razor-sharp Like A Rolling Stone and All Along The
Watchtower, it was abundantly clear that Fifth Third Ballpark would never be the
same again."
The Asheville Citizen-Times' Jill Ingram went along to Asheville's Sevierville
Stadium primarily to see Willie Nelson, because catching his live show is one of
the many things she's planned to do before she dies (along with visiting New
Mexico and learning how to make sushi). Consequently, she thought he was a
fantastic performer who knows how to give an audience what they want, so much
so that one female member even threw her bra up onstage (Mr. Nelson is 71, but
looks at least ten years older, remember). In contrast, Dylan turned up and gave
the audience what he wanted, and Ingram was less than impressed; "... (Dylan)
didn't have to duck bras. No one threw any. It's a sad standoff when "classic"
performers are bored with their old material and their fans are bored with the
new. I respect an artist who continues to develop, but in Dylan's case I just don't
want to be around to hear it. Dylan was into his third song of the encore when I
momentarily panicked; frightened it was actually a second set." So, not a fan,
then.
Phil Luciano of the Peoria Journal Star went along to Peoria's O'Brien Field and
found a Bob Dylan as near to the top of his game as he's likely to get these days;
"....It's debatable which roar ripped a more menacing rumble.....the sky's
relentless thunder cracks or Bob Dylan's rattling growl." While Luciano
recognises that Dylan's advancing years and constant touring have rendered his
voice more "distinctive" than ever ("...His nasally whine has taken on a phlegmy
raggedness. Once, during Tangled Up In Blue, as he stretched and trilled "blue"
during the refrain, he sounded as though he were hacking up a fur ball"), he
realises that it's really not that important; "...Dylan's vocal gift isn't so much his
singing, but the cadence and the mood he projects with his tremulous pipes."
Despite a fair smattering of the more familiar numbers, Luciano reckons that
Dylan relied on his "non-radio numbers" such as Seeing The Real You At Last,
Ballad Of A Thin Man and "Dan McCafferty's Boots Of Spanish Leather." What??
Dan who? And up until then he was doing so well.
For his review of the Mayo Field show in Rochester, Jon Bream of the Star
Tribune reckoned that Bob was better than on his previous visits in 1994 and
1989, but concentrated more on the fan reaction, which was pretty positive. The
only real complaints were for the lack of decent souvenirs and the poor food, as
well as a half-hour wait for the toilets. One attendee, Tom Frechette, complained
about the behaviour of portions of the audience, who, he thinks, were a little
drunk. He complained that it was all "too intense" for his 10 year-old daughter
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and then said that he wasn't a fan of either Dylan or Nelson. Er....so what the
fuck was he doing there, then?
At Des Moines' Principal Park, The Des Moines Register's Kyle Munson
thought that both headliners were impressive, if not exceptional ("...what you
might call an in-the-park home run. Neither icon turned in the sort of peak
performance to clear the fences, but they rounded the bases and scored.") and
that Dylan's opening numbers were a bit ragged, but he soon got into his stride.
He reckons that Highway 61 Revisited might have been the best song, but that
Dylan seemed to focus more on the Love And Theft material. He enjoyed the
duet on the "obscure" Heartland and the encores, not to mention Bob's entrance
onto the stage; "...Aaron Copland's Fanfare For The Common Man heralded
Dylan's arrival - a nice touch of Olympic pomp for the Zeus of rock." In
conclusion, Munson reckons that The Bob Dylan Show is ready to upgrade to the
Major League ballparks next summer, especially if they could get Merle Haggard
and Neil Young in tow and deliver a real "old-fogey country-rock extravaganza".
Nice idea; the legend-tickers would be able to cross four names off their list at a
single stroke.
Staying with Des Moines, Jason Noble of the Iowa State Daily guessed that
most of the audience were there to see Dylan, but he initially found the ballpark
to be an uncomfortable setting for Bob; "...He seemed out of place - a diminutive
poet, pencil-thin and apparently on the slow, shrinking descent into old age,
playing on a field built for young, strong athletes." However, Noble later
concluded that the venue - with its open-air feel of family atmosphere - worked
well for both Bob and Willie. And though his voice was the "sandpapered,
mumbled mess" that Noble had feared, amazingly, he pulled off the impossible
and made it work; "...Whether it was Dylan's mystique as the father of meaningful
popular music or just the inherent bond between his voice and his songs, the
gravel voice worked, and to great effect." So much so, that Noble insists that, on
this night, Dylan reclaimed All Along The Watchtower back from the ghost of Jimi
Hendrix and "under a sky of low, cobblestone clouds backlit by a not-quite-full
moon, the Walt Whitman of our time illuminated the night."
At the Madison Duck Pond, madison.com's Rob Thomas witnessed a Bob Dylan
"galvanised" by his decision to switch to keyboards, and, while his stage attire
might have suggested that he was there to play his Nashville Skyline album, he
and his band rocked. "He leaned into the microphone, knees bent as he sang,
bobbing along to the beat to songs like the opening Drifter's Escape. During the
ferocious rocker Honest With Me, he even left the keyboards to wander into the
middle of his four-piece band, pointing to each member in a manner that, dare I
say it, approached the definition of dancing."
At Lincon's Hymarket Park, Kim Roberts-Gudeman of the Omaha World-Herald
found Bob's voice to be unintelligible, but concluded that the audience didn't
really care. As one crowd member, Carol Ott Schacht, put it; "It might be one of
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the last chances to see these guys play."
The Wichita Eagle's Bud Norman again found a Dylan ready to rock 'n' roll in
Country 'n' Western clothes at Wichita's Lawrence-Durmont Stadium. Several in
the audience had also attended the previous night's Crosby, Stills And Nash
show, and one, Teri Mott, admitted being "as tired as hell", before adding, "What
a line-up. You can't miss this."
And finally, Cyril? And finally, Esther, we head off to Kansas City's Community
America Ballpark, where jambase.com's Reanna Feinberg decided that Dylan
"may be the only man alive who can draw people to line up and empty their
pockets to hear him sing indistinguishable sentences....I could only pick out a few
words, even from the songs I knew, but I was rather close to the stage where
words can be chiselled and digested in speakers and - it doesn't matter, it's Bob
Dylan." Whatever, she reckons that his fans have been coming to see him for
forty years and that they'll be back to see him next time, too. As will she.
And that's how "The Bob Dylan Show" shaped up media-wise. Next month,
Chronicles - the greatest book since The Bible or a case of "nothing was
delivered"? We'll see, won't we?

THANKS TO: EXPECTING RAIN AND THE ISIS WEBSITE
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The Best of the Web by Martin Stein
(With thanks to Expecting Rain)
Goodbye Larry, Larry goodbye. I think we all wish one of the most
talented and effective musicians ever to have backed Bob good luck in
the future.
1. Million Dollar Bash – Dylan’s earnings for 2004 placed him 49th on a list of performers with
an income of $10.5 million.
ON THE ROAD The sixty-three-year-old legend played eighty-seven gigs, including
twenty-two dates at minor-league baseball stadiums with Willie Nelson, and a three-night
stand in Detroit that included a guest appearance by the White Stripes' Jack White.
ON CD Buoyed by Columbia's release of remastered versions of fifteen classic albums,
Dylan sold 787,000 CDs from his catalogue last year. He also earned $5.6 million in
songwriting royalties.
ON THE SIDE Dylan's autobiographical book, Chronicles: Volume One, was nominated for
a National Book Critics Circle award and sold more than 312,000 copies, earning Dylan
royalties of at least $1 million. Meanwhile, he took in $1.25 million for his ‘work’ on a
Victoria's Secret commercial that showed him surrounded by lithe models as "Love Sick"
played in the background.
2. In The Garden? – Remember the request for footage
of Dylan at Glastonbury 1998 in WWW19? Well this
photo (right) has recently surfaced, hinting at a
hitherto unknown hobby?
3. Studio, I Gotta Go - Muscle Shoals Sound Studios,
the Alabama venue where Aretha Franklin, Bob
Dylan, Wilson Pickett, the Rolling Stones and Paul
Simon all made classic records, has closed its doors
forever. “It's a sad day in America,” said producer,
session musician and arranger Al Kooper. “So many
great records were made there. The musicians,
engineers and the magic of the room made it special.”
4. The full interview which has been reproduced in the
programme notes for Dylan’s latest American tour
can be found at
http://www.artsandopinion.com/2005_v4_n1/dylan.htm
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5. Martin Scorsese's two-part Bob Dylan documentary No Direction Home is now likely to air
on BBC2 in late September.
6. Hero Blues (1) - Writer Kazuo Ishiguro (50) grew up in Guildford but vividly recalls his
early childhood in Nagasaki. He wrote songs and became a social worker before studying
creative writing. Early success culminated in The Remains of the Day, which was filmed and
won the Booker. “My friends and I took songwriting very, very seriously. My hero was and
still is Bob Dylan” he said.
7. A list of the date/location of the most recent performance of each Bob Dylan song can be
found at http://www.adamselzer.com/boblast.html
8. Hero Blues (2) - Billy Lee Riley is the best former Sun artist to never have a national hit
record. “And Bob Dylan said he considers me his hero. I opened some shows for him, and
that's the way he introduced me “My hero.” That was good. Y'know, Bob is a guy that a lot of
people don't understand, and I didn't until I met him. Once I met him and sat down and talked
with him - he turned out to be a good guy. I've worked with him and worked with his son.”
9. Like A Rolling Stone: Bob Dylan at the Crossroads by Greil Marcus will be out on 29th
March.
10. (With) One More Cup Of Coffee - Starbucks Coffee are rumoured to be releasing
an exclusive CD of Bob Dylan's concert at the Gaslight Club, New York City, in October
1962 (the “Gaslight 2” tape). Three performances from this 17-song show already been
officially released: No More Auction Block was released on The Bootleg Series Vols. 1-3;
Handsome Molly was released on the exclusive Sony Music Japan live compilation CD Bob
Dylan Live 1961-2000: Thirty-Nine Years Of Great Concert Performances; The Cuckoo was
released on a promo CD with purchases of Bob Dylan's book Chronicles Volume One.
However Starbucks deny any upcoming Bob Dylan CD.
11. A Change Is Gonna Come - Official sources have confirmed that Dylan’s new band
members are Denny Freeman, Elana Fremerman and Don Herron.
12. Sony/Columbia has reportedly set a release date of 16th August 2005 for the next Bootleg
Series release, a 2-CD collection of live and studio tracks from 1961-1966. It's characterised
as an ‘outtake collection’ in some of the publicity material, suggesting that well less than the
half the set will be live material. This is the CD release associated with the Scorsese
documentary, but is apparently not simply a soundtrack release.
13. The albums Bob Dylan and The Times, They Are A-Changin’ are to be released as hybrid
SACDs.
14. A True Starbucks story - Joni Mitchell: Selected Songs is a collection of songs, all of which
were selected for inclusion on the album by a broad range of friends and fellow musicians
who have been influenced by the legendary artist. The CD is to be distributed by Starbucks.
Dylan has chosen Free Man in Paris (from the album Court and Spark) and said “I always
liked this song because I'd been to Paris and understood what being a free man there was all
about. I'm not so sure that the meaning I heard in the song was what Joni intended, but I
couldn't stop listening to it.”
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The 1993 Pre-boards

Hi

by Chris Cooper

Good to see that we all rate Chronicles so highly last month. I guess a
rather predictable Top Ten this time around with so many clear “leaders” to
follow. (?? Maybe we shouldn’t??)
I seem to have spent much of this month playing the many (but not so
varied) 1993 “pre board” tapes that seem to be circulating right now.
If you are not aware there seem to be some 37 so far
Namely:
Dublin 2-5
London 7,9,11,12,13
Utrecht 2-15,16
Einhoven 2-17
Hanover 2-18
Wiesbaden 2-20
Pentange 2-21
Paris 2-23
Belfast 2-25
Nashville 4-13,14
Radford 4-16
Knoxville 4-17
Ashville 4-18 I was There!
Huntsville 4-19 here too!
Monroe 4-21
New Orleans 4-23
London 6-12
Tel Aviv 6-17
Beersheeba 6-19
Haifa 6-20
Athens 6-22,23
Pisa 6-26
13

Marseilles 6-29
Toulouse 6-30
Barcelona 7-1
Vitoria 7-2
Waterford 7-4
Huesca 7-6
Gijon 7-8
La Coruna 7-9
Merida 7-12
Cascais 7-13
Bern 7-17
They are not all complete but most are. Exactly where they have come from
is still unknown, the quality generally is pretty amazing, with incredible
clarity. The only one I would suggest you avoid is Hunstville, which suffers
from many multiple breaks in the recording which rather spoil the whole
thing. The fact that they represent most of the European leg of that year
suggest a leak from someone on the desk. As far as I can see the only
missing shows from that tour are:
London 2-8 there may be 4 songs somewhere, but most of the how wasnt
taped apparently
Louisville 4-12
Naples 6-25
Milan 6-27
Porto 7-10
I would like to say that they all show Bob in fine form, delivering the goods.
Sadly this isn’t so. There are many high points of course Merida and Bern
are particularly nice. Unfortunately your recollections of Hammersmith may
take a shaking here. On many of the songs Bob loses the lyrics, this often
runs into the following song with Dylan starting a few words or a line or so in.
Funny, but I cannot say I really noticed it that much at the time. His voice is
also often off-key on these shows. The one area it does throw into
interesting view is Bob’s guitar playing, which is often inventive and quirky.
I think that many of these deserve better attention, and time permitting I’ll
have ago next month, but if you get the chance in the meantime pick a few
of them up. They are worth the listen, and the education.
Till next time
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Last Thoughts on Bob Dylan
I was riding on the Mayflower when I thought I spied some land….

by Bob Fletcher

This one’s for John Stokes because, despite my being burned out from
exhaustion and buried in the hail, he trusted me. And he appreciates better than most that
true love can make a blade of grass stand up straight and tall. Even if I do sometimes
wonder what’s going on in the mind of Miss X.
At the beginning of October last year, I achieved Principal Social Worker status. Along
with the terrifying prospect of responsibility came a new job. Along with the new job
came the terrifying prospect of responsibility (it was, I believe, Harry Secombe who
feared that one day someone would approach, thank Secombe for all he had done,
congratulate him for all he had achieved, and then ask for it all back). My current terms
of employment require me to develop a service for the ‘dually diagnosed’ client, a task
that, due to the myriad definitions of ‘dual diagnosis’, seems for the most part to be akin
to controlling the weather (prior to working with individuals who experience both
enduring mental ill health, usually psychotic in nature, and problematic use of
pharmaceuticals, usually ‘illicit’, I was responsible for providing appropriate
rehabilitation for dependent opiate and alcohol users). There is also an expectation that I
pass on my experience by offering supervision to colleagues. Surprisingly, the Local
Authority acted with alarming haste to fill my vacant post. Recently, following agreement
with the local Drug and Alcohol Service, I met the incumbent. Before discussing the
intricacies of assessing motivation, the parlous state of finances (the Local Authority’s,
not mine), and the difficulties associated with crack cocaine production, he offered the
following: “I have over 500 Bob Dylan bootlegs”. So, by a twist of fate that is anything
but simple, Dylan is now championed within (discounting my own area of expertise) the
Youth Offending, Criminal Justice, and Drug and Alcohol Teams. Events lead me to
believe that, in the world of Psychology, champions are a little thinner on the ground.
You may recall some time ago I suggested ‘The Psychosis of Dreams’ by Peter
Higginson (first published in Isis #88 and later reprinted in the Anthology) was worth
reading. I still hold that to be true. However, over time and with repeated readings, the
content of the article has occupied my thoughts and the reason for its worth has altered.
So much so I decided to seek the learned opinions of others.
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Whilst attending a conference in the North of England, I happened upon an Honorary
Consultant Clinical Psychologist with a stated interest in the models of psychosis. Bingo,
I thought (I didn’t shout it though as it didn’t seem appropriate). Dr Gillian Haddock is
currently Reader in Clinical Psychology at the University of Manchester, added to which
she has BSc (hons), M.Clin. Psychol, and PhD after her name. A quick visit to the
Academic Division of Clinical Psychology website reveals that Dr Haddock is currently
involved in nine research projects (none of which feature Dylan but in fairness he hasn’t
written a song about her). During lunch I asked if she would be kind enough to give her
professional opinion regarding Higginson’s theory. I should have paid closer attention to
the glazed look. With hindsight, I suspect she felt sorry for me; either that or the security
guards were busy elsewhere. The intervening months have been marked only by their
silence. Far from defeated I approached the task from the other end of the spectrum.
Accosting a Consultant Psychiatrist and mentioning ‘psychosis’, ‘occupied thoughts’, and
‘Bob Dylan’ may not be the wisest decision I have ever made but on this occasion it
proved to be opportune. Dr John Burke, country music aficionado and acquaintance of
John Prine, was more than happy to offer his thoughts. He failed to inform me that this
would take some time. As I write I am still waiting (in truth, I forgive John as it was he
who, when spying my Nashville Skyline badge, came over all misty eyed and quietly
mumbled “Ah, Bob”. More recently, he addressed me as Mr Tambourine Man). The
reality, therefore, is that I have a choice. I can argue, unsupported by eminence, that
Higginson’s simplistic notion of mental ill health is at best poorly researched, “I believe
that Dylan suffers from a contained form…..of schizophrenia, where the agony of a
broken heart is threatened all the time by manifestations of psychotic pain”, or at worst,
appallingly hackneyed, “it’s clear that the pressures of celebrity, nay myth, that this man
experiences are so diabolical that they can drive him mad”. Or, I can make no comment
whatsoever. Just like the good Doctors.

Dylan Country
Writing for Freewheelin can, at times, be a frustrating experience. Articles, or more
precisely themes, appear at the most unexpected moments. More often than not they are
followed by the realisation that someone, somewhere, has been there before. Whilst
researching an article exploring Dylan’s debt to country music it became apparent that I
wouldn’t be able to add anything new. Brian Hinton (‘Country Roads – How Country
Came To Nashville’) affords Dylan more coverage than many of the more established
country performers, whilst Peter Doggett (‘Are You Ready For The Country’) begins his
history of the roots of country rock with a chapter dedicated to Dylan. Therefore, rather
than reproduce the words of those so far mentioned, I would suggest that each book is
read in its entirety. But don’t stop there. Colin Escott (‘The Story of Country Music’) is
thorough in his examination of the genre and Bill C. Malone (‘Country Music USA’)
provides an extremely compelling study (it goes without saying that both authors cite
Dylan’s influence). For those of you without the stomach I recommend Patrick
Humphries and the late John Bauldie who, between them, provide more than adequate
background information (‘Oh No! Not another Bob Dylan Book’). However, choosing
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the easy way will leave you educationally impoverished. Dolly Parton’s reasons for
wearing her hair in a certain style will remain a mystery (“the taller the hair, the nearer to
God”). Furthermore, should you be one of the many who fail to take her seriously, Colin
Escott argues that you ought to revise your opinion: “Royalties from just one of her
songs, ‘I Will Always Love You’, exceed the gross domestic product of smaller
countries”. The sharp eyed amongst you will have no doubt spotted the potential for yet
another unfavourable joke about Dolly’s breasts. I just can’t bring myself to include it as
she already has her fair share of knockers.
By the same token, Hank Williams may be nothing more to you than a passing influence
on the young Dylan. You would, of course, be barking up the wrong tree, or in the words
of Hank, ‘wearin’ out your walking shoes’ (in either instance, your educational
impoverishment will be replaced by spiritual bankruptcy). According to Sid Griffin,
whose thoughts accompany ‘Come September’, Hank Williams “is the prototype, what
you might call the experimental model for so many things; a live fast, die young figure
before James Dean defined the role, a pioneering musician and songwriter who defined
his genre as his art superseded it and a Southern gentlemen trapped inside a body which
simply could not withstand the demands nature and its owner placed on it”. Dylan’s
admiration for Williams is well documented. Indeed, it is worth remembering that, when
it came to source material, the young Dylan maintained a purists attitude. He spurned the
commercialism of Tin Pan Alley in favour of performers whose music came from the
heart (Williams’ songs were desperately real when he sang them. As Escott notes
“beneath them lay the same haunted spirituality that underpins much of the Stanley
Brother’s or Bill Monroe’s work”). Hank Williams was, without doubt, a major source of
inspiration. Dylan himself recalled singing “ his songs way back, even before I was
playing rock and roll as a teenager”.
Stephen Walsh’s account of Williams’ last day alive makes for fascinating reading,
revealing as it does, death as a real life ‘Cheating Heart’ (which, according to Escott, is to
country music what the blues in B-flat is to jazz). Therefore, despite my earlier statement
regarding reproduction, I make no apologies for reprinting Walsh’s words. In truth, he
offers me a way forward for, like Robert Johnson, I am at the crossroads. And there to
meet me is the Person form Porlock who, in the words of Mark Wallington was, “that
unfortunate figure in literary history held responsible for the premature ending to
Coleridge’s ‘Kubla Khan’. As the great poet sat furiously scribbling down the epic he’d
only just composed in an anodyne-induced dream, the Person from Porlock arrived and
detained him in some trivial business matter. By the time Coleridge was allowed to return
to his pen and paper, the remaining two or three hundred lines had escaped him”.
Intriguingly, the eighth stanza of Stevie Smith’s poem ‘Thoughts about the Person from
Porlock’ (“I long for the Person from Porlock, To bring my thoughts to an end, I am
becoming impatient to see him, I think of him as a friend”) may well reflect her own
struggle with intrusive thoughts, therefore telling the reader more about the writer than
the subject. A bit like the article by Peter Higginson.
Anyway, back to Hank…
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“Though crippled by back pain and alcohol, Williams accepted a gig in Canton, Ohio, in
the deep midwinter. Charles Carr, a student seeking fees for the next semester, was
employed to drive; but what Carr didn’t know was that for some time Hank had been
imbibing a little bit of pseudopharmacy known as chloral hydrate, a powerful sedative
once famously used to put down an escaped leopard. Mixed with alcohol it was likely to
prove fatal, as Dante Gabriel Rossetti, another tortured poet, had found out to his cost in
1882” (There is a slightly different version. According to Curley Henson, the overdose
was that of a ‘sex stimulant called Ampheniamide, a drug normally given to cattle for
breeding purposes. Hank had received this for what he thought was heroin from a dealer
in Oklahoma’). “The journey was awful; icy for the driver, back-pained for Hank. They
tried to stop and fly but the flights were full and the weather too bad; so they stopped for
some medicine, some morphine,” (a possible explanation for the heroin theory) “which
Hank threw into his stomach along with the chloral hydrate. The last Carr saw of him, he
was sipping a beer in the back, utterly silent, washed out. Carr, exhausted himself, nearly
swerved off the road and hit a policeman, and was arrested; but he refused to let the judge
wake Williams, taking the rap himself instead; and so the probability arises that when, at
seven the next morning, he did try and finally wake Hank, he’d been dead some time,
maybe all night, his soul gone, his body alone and forsaken”. Not surprisingly, the
authors cited at the beginning of this also provide absorbing accounts of the life, and
death, of Hank Williams. Equally unsurprisingly, Bob Dylan has, throughout his career,
paid his own respects (most recently contributing ‘I Can’t Get You Off Of My Mind’ to
Timeless, and performing ‘You Win Again’ during recent concerts).

Like the stillness in the wind ‘fore the hurricane begins…
Porlock Hill, the steepest in England (a 1 in 4 incline), was first ascended by motor
vehicle in 1900. I assume the driver was English and male as it was done for a bet. A year
earlier, on the 12th of January, a telegram was received at Lynmouth post office. The
Forrest Hall, a 1,900 ton ship with a crew of 13 men and 5 apprentices, was drifting
ashore at Porlock Weir. Originally heading from Bristol to Liverpool the ship had run
into trouble in the Bristol Channel and was therefore under tow. However, a strong
headwind resulted in a cable snapping. The crew’s response to the rudder being torn off
remains unrecorded. As do the thoughts of Jack Crocombe, (coxswain of ‘Louisa’ the
Lynmouth lifeboat), upon discovering that severe weather prevented the Watchet station
from launching their own boat. EJ (Jim) Fisher takes up the story: “A gale had been
blowing all day and had already flooded several houses. It was clear that the Louisa could
not be launched at Lynmouth. The coxswain proposed to take the boat by road to
Porlock’s sheltered harbour and launch it from there. This meant using whatever horses
and men could be obtained to haul the boat and its carriage (which together weighed
about 10 tons) the distance of 13 miles, including climbing up Countisbury Hill, reaching
a height of 1,423 feet above sea level, and taking it down Porlock Hill”. It transpires that
100 men and 20 horses made the journey. However, six of the men were sent ahead to
widen the road (using pick axes and shovels). By the time boat finally reached its
destination a wheel had fallen off, 80 of the men had given up, a garden wall and the
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corner of a cottage had been dismantled, the road had been impassable in several places,
a sea wall had collapsed resulting in a diversion, and the crew were required to fell a tree.
According to Fisher, “The crew were, of course, soaked hungry and exhausted, but
immediately launched the boat. It took an hour to reach the ship, which had drifted
dangerously close to Hurlestone Point. The lifeboat was used to get a line from ship to
tug, and some of the lifeboat crew even went aboard the ship to raise the anchors as the
ship’s crew were too exhausted to do it”.

High water risin’ – risin’ night and day….
The flood referred to by Jim Fisher was of no consequence when compared to the events
of 1952. On the 16th of August, nine inches of rain fell on Exmoor. The author S.H.
Burton described what followed: “The vast downpour that descended on the chains was
refused by the waterlogged, impervious land. Down every gully and natural depression,
down the channels dug by John Knight, down the northwards running combes, the
thousands of tons of water flowed into the East and West Lyn rivers. Farley water and
Hoaroak water joined the already swollen East Lyn at Watersmeet. Half a dozen streams
converging at the headwaters of the West Lyn brought the deluge from the western
Chains, and at Barbrook Mill another influx from Woolhanger Common joined the raging
torrent, sweeping bridges and houses away before starting the last deadly descent into
Lynmouth”.
Thirty-four people were killed by the three million gallons of water that flowed from the
Moors. Every single boat in the harbour was washed out to sea and four main road
bridges were swept away. Intriguingly, there is a conspiracy theory that links the Ministry
of Defence directly to events. It was suggested that rain making experiments, involving
dropping dry ice into clouds, were being undertaken. The object was to trigger a heavy
storm, the plan being to bog down enemy movements.

Crash on the levee, mama water’s gonna overflow
Johnny Cash observed, “there were of course forces against which we are powerless – my
song ‘Five Feet High and Rising’ came from my own experience, not some storybook”.
In 1935, the Cash family moved to Dyess, an area of land fifteen miles to the west of the
Mississippi river. Eight years earlier the river broke through levees in more than a
hundred places and flooded more than 26,000 square miles of land, forcing more than
600,000 people from their homes. In some places the river was more than 80 miles wide,
up to 500 people died and countless animals drowned or starved. As a result Congress
passed the Flood Control Act (1928) allowing a series of ‘spillways’ to be incorporated in
the existing levees. These were, in effect, doorways which would open when the river
was dangerously high. Any floodwater would be diverted into nearby lakes, then onwards
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to the Gulf of Mexico. In 1937, these measures were tested and for the most part
performed successfully. Which was just as well, for the floodwaters were far stronger
than those of ten years earlier. Stephen Miller identifies the inspiration for Cash’s
aforementioned song: “Early in 1937, it started raining and didn’t stop, raining heavily
for the better part of a month. Water levels rose steadily and the steps leading up to the
Cash house became partly submerged. Normal working life came to a standstill but of
even greater concern was the fact that the level of the Mississippi had risen by nearly 40
feet in places (15 feet above flood level). The extra ingredient of strong winds made fears
that the levees would break all the more real. Water levels in the centre of Dyess were
recorded at three feet and rising. Back at the Cash household the waters were deeper still:
five feet high and rising”.

Heart of mine, be still…
Which of course, in the case of Charley Patton, is exactly what happened. Following one
of his trademark performances he had a heart attack and died. According to
HarpAmps.com. ‘High Water Everywhere’ (Part 1) “tells the story of the great
Mississippi flood of 1927. The two part song is long, covering both sides of a 78 rpm.
The music of part one is very similar to ‘Jinx Blues’ by Son House and ‘Future Blues’ by
Willie Brown”. The truth is the reverse. Both Brown and House were disciples of Patton
and, in the case of Son House, elements of Patton’s style were passed from generation to
generation by him (should you wish to complete the circle, a young Robert Johnson
understudied Son House when first learning to play guitar). David Evans notes that “
Patton was enormously successful on a regional basis from the early 1910s and more
widely known once he started recording commercially in 1929. His gruff voice and
percussive guitar playing – along with his image as an acrobatic clown during
performance – inspired countless bluesmen, who were often equally impressed with his
money, clothes, car, fancy guitars, and many female admirers”. I can only assume that the
latter may have had something to do with the heart attack. Russell Beecher states
“Charley Patton was born in Edwards, Mississippi, sometime around 1887. One story
claims that he was an illegitimate member of the Chatmon family which included fellow
bluesmen Bo Carter and Sam Chatmon. These formed the core unit of the legendary
Mississippi Sheiks who were the first to record ‘Sitting On Top Of The World’ and Bo on
his own cut the original version of the perennial ‘Corinne, Corrina’. When you hear
Patton’s gruff holler and the ferocity of his guitar playing you’d imagine him to be
physically large and powerful but he was actually very short and slim with traces of both
Native American and African American in his appearance. The colour of his skin and his
rare ‘good’ or straight hair lends more weight to the argument that he was, in fact, related
to the Chatmons”.
Two further points of interest: firstly, as well as clothes, cars, fancy guitars, and women,
Patton had a fondness for cocaine which, in combination with at least one of the
aforementioned, probably didn’t do much for his heart either. And secondly, Patton
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recorded a song called ‘Pony Blues’, which, notwithstanding a lengthy trip round the
Delta, brings me back to Porlock Hill via the Equine contribution to events on the night
of the 12th of January, 1899.
I was driven up it 67 years later and although I have only the vaguest of mental pictures, I
remember the journey with affection (as a young child I was taken on more than one
holiday (I think) to Devon (a conversation with dad conforms this and his recollections
will appear shortly). But before introducing he who knows everything and nothing in
equal measure, I draw your attention to the following observation. It’s been four weeks
since I wrote the introduction to this and the intervening period has been spent presenting
a model of Dual Diagnosis service provision to various Community Mental Health
Teams. At times I have felt like Michael Fish addressing Bob Dylan – I know something
is happening, I just don’t know what it is, whilst he knows that, for a weatherman,
tomorrow is a long time. The fact that Simon (the other member of the team) and myself
aren’t going to have a designated caseload hasn’t helped. At the time of writing there are
at least 17 Mental Health related teams throughout the county. Statistics suggest that
between 30% and 70% of their clients present with a Dual Diagnosis. Each team has, on
average, anywhere between 10 to 15 practitioners; each practitioner has an average
caseload of 25. Even without working out the precise figures, the reality is that Simon
and myself would be unable to function (originally I was going to suggest that we would
be ‘swamped’ but it seemed somehow insensitive, particularly in relation to the content
of the article so far. Bizarrely, during the editing process I came across the following,
published in 1996, and felt that it merited inclusion: “On a coast precariously short of
natural harbours, Boscastle is the first place of shelter south of Hartland Point and it must
have been sighted with great relief during the days of sail. Having said that, trying to
navigate a sailboat into the harbour looks like the nautical equivalent of the Canal Turn at
Aintree. The currents are evil and the rocky flanks at the harbour entrance form an
unforgiving chicane. If the Atlantic doesn’t get you, chances are Boscastle Harbour will.
But, the entrance negotiated, a natural haven presents itself: a deep, protective gorge, and
a sheltered village through which the River Valency idles”).
And so to the abridged thoughts of a passing sage (edited because, following what I now
acknowledge as a misleading brief, Dad’s initial thoughts were not what I had hoped for.
We talked and he agreed to my request for amendments. Ultimately, I needed his heart
not his head. Fortuitously, he provided me with enough of each, allowing me to give you
a glimpse of the man behind the mask).
“Porlock is heartily to be commended for the nurturing of a person so public – spirited as
to postpone the completion of Kubla Khan. Gallant as was his conduct, however, one
feels obliged to reflect that with a little dash, a fast lugger and a millstone the piece’s
publication could have been forever prevented. And one must in all fairness condemn
outright Porlock for its hill. I once, in pursuit of Henry Williamson, conducted your
regular and apparently esteemed correspondent up said landmark. He was but three. ‘A
Chronicle Of Ancient Sunlight’ was, I explained, a passionate if self – indulgent
condemnation of the Great War and its consequences which, taken together, had resulted
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in Williamson’s conversion to fascism, a movement which he considered would end all
wars. Williamson was once my hero. He had written two wonderful books, ‘Tarka The
Otter’ and ‘Salar The Salmon’. When I became aware of his fascism I at once made my
way to Porlock to his North Devon home in order to confront him with his error. I was
too late. Unlike fascism, he had died”.
Intriguingly, whilst talking with Dad I remembered that his father had embarked on a
similar journey, attending a pro – Mosley meeting in order to assault Blackshirts.
Although there is an element of artistic licence contained within his recollections, my
childhood did contain such moments. Everything was explained, often at length. I
learned, amongst many other things, tolerance (but admit to forgetting everything when
trying to understand Rosie). I could, had I have chosen to, become a very good
fisherman. Instead, I lived my own life. And here I am, hopelessly marooned somewhere
in the country of country, where as Nicholas Dawidoff suggests, “the music affects me
the same way great books do, informing my own experiences even as they give me a
sense of being transported to new places, set down among people who might be said to
have nothing to do with my own existence”. And the more I listen to the Louvin Brothers,
Roy Acuff, Hank Snow, Bill Monroe, Johnny Cash, Hank Williams, and a host of others,
the more I come to understand Bob Dylan. Which, as you can well imagine, is fine and
dandy by me.
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the conspiracy
to kill the free and romantic
by Patrick J. Webster
Part Two
As previously stated, lack of space here prevents more than a cursory coverage of
Dylan’s work, but suffice to say it would seem fair to conclude that his work does not
often enclose an interest in ecological issues.2 However, one song that did seem to
concern itself with the environment, one song that allowed a critique of the violence of
masculinity within to an ecological discourse, is ‘License to Kill’.. This was a song from
Dylan’s 1983 collection, Infidels, and a song I wish to look at in detail here.
‘License to Kill’ was a song that castigated ‘man’ for believing he could rule the earth
and misuse it in any way he desired. As the opening lines put it:

Man thinks ‘cause he rules the earth
He can do with it as he pleases,
And if things don’t change soon, he will (Dylan 1985, 473)
However the word ‘man’ was not used here in a generic sense. It did not embrace the
whole of mankind, it was gender specific, a trenchant and definitive reference to the
masculine gender. As Christopher Ricks recently put it:

But “a man” here because of the forms that a man’s courage may have to take,
forms different from those of a brave wise woman up against aggressive
swaggering, a woman of the kind honoured in ‘License to Kill.’
(Ricks, 2003 , 315)
This was made dear in the song’s first chorus;
Now, there’s a woman on my block,
She just sit there as the night grows still
She says who gonna take away his license to kill?
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In contrast to man, woman was portrayed as a passive observer who merely asked when
man’s killing would stop. Here woman was seen as the life-giver, and man as the lifetaker; these are traditional, almost cliched roles, but roles not commonly found in Dylan's
work.
However, the song also contained a complex array of contradictory elements, that offers
some light on the fractured nature of gender constructs within Dylan’s work. We might
note, for example, the contradictory stance the song adopted in relation to masculine
travel. Whereas men in Dylan’s work commonly travel and journey and explore in order
to define their construct of masculinity.3 In ‘License to Kill’ the ideological stance was
different, with the first verse closing with what is arguably one of Dylan’s most naive
couplets. An eccentric, even reactionary view of the world:

Oh, man has invented his doom,
First step was touching the moon.
A few months after the release of the song Dylan was asked, by a journalist from Rolling
Stone magazine, to illuminate the meaning of these lines. He responded by saying:

‘I have no idea why I wrote that line, but on some level it’s like a door into the
unknown. I mean, what’s the purpose of going to the moon, who’s going to
benefit'?4
This point of view was confusing, given the predilection for masculine travel in Dylan’s
work. There was a contradiction in the song, the space race and the Apollo missions have
been seen, (as, for example, in Tom Wolfs novel: The Right Stuff), as the embodiment of
American masculinity and frontier machismo. Thus Dylan’s attitude to such a venture in
the song, what David Griffiths called: ‘that damning curious critique of Apollo 11’
(Thomson, 1990, 264) does have a certain equivocal nature. The 1960s, the apex of Dylan’s
career, was the period when space travel seemed to have a genuine resonance within
American culture. A decade that began with the shock of Yuri Gagarin’s first trip into
space and closed with Neil Armstrong’s triumphant first steps onto the moon. The
individual astronauts who ventured into space were predominantly male, thus extending
Dylan’s notion of the significance of masculine travel. Therefore, why Dylan should have
had such a negative attitude to such a venture raises a number of intriguing questions.

The fact that the moon is traditionally so closely equated with the feminine might offer
one possible reason for the contradictory attitudes towards space travel in Dylan’s work.5
If one looks at other such ‘superstitious’ attacks on space travel, as expressed on the
Infidels record. For example, in ‘Neighbourhood Bully’:
Does he change the course of rivers?
Does he pollute die moon and stars? (Dylan 1985, 477)
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And in 'Union Sundown’:
They used to grow food in Kansas
Now they want to grow it on the moon and eat it raw ... (Dylan 1985, 479)
One observes that the moon was again the common factor, thus Dylan’s argument may
have been associated with the fact that this great symbol had been reduced to little more
than a lump of rock to be polluted, to have food grown on it and to have men walking
about on it. One might therefore perceive, in the underlying narrative discourse of the
lines in the song, a concern with the inviolate nature of a female goddess, and with the
potential desecration of her by man.

In the song the concept of feminine passivity and masculine violence is thus linked with
the worship of a ‘pagan’ feminine goddess, arguably opposing what could be seen as a
retreat into a Christian ideology. In each three line chorus the middle line had a subtle
change of emphasis. Thus in the four chorus’s we get:

She just sit there as the night grows still...
She just sit there jfacin' the hill...
Sitting there ia a cold chill...
She just sits there as the night grows still...
However, in each the common factor was passivity, in each the woman was sitting, and
therefore powerless to have an effect on what was occurring before her. She waited as the
night grew still, she waited facing the hill, she waited in a cold chill and then, in a
resolution back to the original chorus, she waited again as the night grows still The word
‘hill’ could arguably be seen as acting as a symbol for Calvary, which it sometimes tends
to do in Dylan's work,6 thus not only is the woman passively watching man despoil the
planet, she also becomes associated with the women who watched passively as Christ
died on the cross. Thus offering a feminine perspective on the crucifixion of a planet’s
whole ecology, sitting knowing the coldness of death is soon to consume it.

To be continued.
______________________________________________________________________

2 There is one song, other than the song dealt with in this essay, that should perhaps be

mentioned. In a relatively late song, Cats in the Well, (1990) Dylan dealt explicitly with
the environment, again linking nature with the feminine and the forces acting against it as
being represented by the masculine. Deriving from his 1990 release, Under the Red Sky,
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a record that made use of a nursery rhyme motif throughout, the cat was the passive
feminine, the wolf the destructive male:
The cat’s in the well the wolf is looking down ...
The cat’s in the well, the gentle lady is asleep ...
The cat’s in the well and grief is showing its face
The world’s being slaughtered and it’s such a bloody disgrace ... (Dylan
1990, 44)
3 For a discussion of this see my interpretation of Dylan’s 1976 song, Isis in – ‘On the

Fifth Day of May in the Drizzling Rain: Travel and Gender Performativity in Bob
Dylan's "Isis"’
4 From an interview published in Rolling Stone, 21 June 1984. Two years later, at a

concert in Sydney, Australia, Dylan performed a rare live rendition of License to Kill. It
was 12 February 1986, a few days after the Challenger Space Shuttle disaster. The song
was introduced by Dylan as: ‘A song about the space programme’ he went on to refer to
'America’s tragedy’ but then added the rejoinder, ‘They had no business being up there in
the first place, as if we haven't got enough problems down here on earth’ (Heylin,
1996,269)
5 Note that the moon has decidedly romantic associations in Dylan’s work: the moon is

something for a Jokerman to dance to, for Sweet Melinda's client’s to howl at, it is a
Spanish moon rising on the hill, the midnight moon on the riverside, the moonlight
swimming in a sad eyed lady’s eyes and a moonlit stream for King David to write psalms
about. (The quotations refer, respectively, to: Jokerman; Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues;
Abandoned Love; Dark Eyes; Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands; and I and I.)
6 Note how ‘hill’ can be seen as fulfilling a similar symbolic role in such songs as: It

Takes a Lot to Laugh ..." (Well, if I die on top of the hill), Idiot Wind (There’s a lone
soldier on the cross - changed from an earlier version There’s a lone soldier on the hill),
‘Shelter from the Storm’ (In a little hilltop village they gambled for my clothes), Foot of
Pride (I can see him in my mind, climbing that hill) and so on.
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Bob Dylan portrait by A.Fortier

ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE
‘Tales From The Outlaw Hideout’
by Michael Crimmins

Ain’t it hard to stumble and land in some funny lagoon?
Ain’t it hard to stumble and land in some muddy lagoon?
Especially when it’s nine below zero
And it’s three o’clock in the afternoon
Aware of the rising storm, the soon to be labelled ‘Judas’ from behind his dark glasses,
asks this question
Ain’t it hard to stumble?
There is a somewhat biblical significance attached to Dylan’s use of the word ‘stumble’
from the first line of his song ‘Outlaw Blues’. That is, if like me you derive a special
meaning from the last two lines from the first stanza. The ‘nine below zero’ is tempting
in the direction of Rice Miller I admit, but I feel that it is more important as the actual
temperature at the actual time which is all importantly, three o’clock in the afternoon!
My wild imagination, for surely that is all it can be, hears another question…

Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani?
Outlaw Blues indeed!
If ever there was a song/lyric as wolf in sheep’s clothing, then this is that article!
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Sandwiched between such classics as “She Belongs To Me” “Maggie’s Farm” “Mr
Tambourine Man” and “Gates Of Eden” etc on the ‘Bringing It All Back Home’ album, it
is perhaps understandable that “Outlaw Blues” has been a little neglected, although it is
unforgivable that it has been called filler! “Outlaw Blues” is a timely song.
There are of course, only a few certain parallels between Jesus Christ and Jesse James
that Dylan’s song could make use of. Both were outlaws. Both were, most importantly,
betrayed from close by. Dylan is the third outlaw figure in the song. One is named and
the other two are only suggested. Dylan identifies himself in the fourth stanza with his
dark sunglasses. The act of betrayal that links all three outlaws is the whole point of the
song. Dylan by simply following his muse is in an astute awareness and readiness for his,
seen to be, role of traitor, yet he wisely uses the Jesse James allegory, and gives us “I
might look like Robert Ford, but I feel just like Jesse James” Obviously he can more
safely identify and empathise with the named outlaw of the second stanza than he can
with the unnamed one of the first.
Dylan is acutely aware of his place in history. Just as Presidents enter into the annals, so
do likewise religious figures, famous villains and pop stars. More than anything, Dylan
is aware of his responsibility in the way that history will recall him. He is manipulatively
aware of that responsibility! And is, as I see it, quite responsibly influential of the way
others will recall him and, if only up to a certain degree, of the things people will say
about him.
The album ‘Bringing it All Back Home’ is full of Dylan aphorisms. These of course can
serve to protect or attack their creator. In the case particular of “Outlaw Blues” Dylan’s
artistic vulnerability of within is expressed with a protective exterior. He gives us the
memorable, and you better believe that memorable is the way he wants it,
”Don’t ask me nuthin’ about nuthin’ I just might tell you the truth”
Just as Dylan’s 1983 impromptu version of Sonny Boy Williamson’s (Rice Miller)
“Don’t Start Me Talking” on the Lettermen show reminded us that he was hardly likely
to be answering any questions, even if it was a chat show! The “Outlaw Blues” line
warned off any brave attempt that may be made to draw Dylan out into any explanation
of his lyrics. This of course had the double effect of creating intrigue alongside of artistic
freedom. Dylan has been severely criticised for this soldier’s stance, and yet that stance
and reasoning for, lets say, the vitriolic put downs in such songs as “Ballad of a Thin
Man” and “Positively Fourth Street” have been eloquently laid before us in the poems
such as‘Advice for Geraldine on her Miscellaneous Birthday’.
The aphorisms in Bob Dylan’s work, and they are there in an abundance, have been used
up to the hilt by the Dylan scribes. Dylan astutely aware of the various connotations that
would be placed on them, by creating them in the first place consciously put into motion
a kind of collective perspective of his work, and although Dylan says that he hates to be
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called the spokesperson for his generation, or whatever, he can hardly complain, can he?
After all a song like “The Times They Are A Changin’” seen by most at the height of its
popularity as a clarion call, the title an aphorism in itself, with a direct call to Senators,
Congressmen, Mothers and Fathers and a plea to “please heed the call” was bound to set
him apart as some kind of leader.
In ‘Advice for Geraldine’ Dylan makes his case. He is not for standing still, even if others
are!
“Stay in line. Stay in step. People are afraid of someone who not in step with them”
He realises the fickleness of people, particularly groups of people, who see themselves as
this or that. “Do not run nor cross the red line. If you go too far out in any direction, they
will lose sight of you” Incidentally Dylan places ‘Advice for Geraldine’ in Lyrics 19621985 edition, just behind the page that announces ‘Another Side of Bob Dylan’. Dylan’s
unusually positive identification of himself in “Outlaw Blues” as the third outlaw, tells us
that Dylan anticipates the coming public perception of him as that of traitor. On the later
‘Blonde on Blonde’ song “Absolutely Sweet Marie” where he placed one of his most
famous aphorisms “To live outside the law you must be honest” Dylan seemed, beside
creating a kind of safety net, to have consoled himself to the fact that he would always be
crossing the red line.
Anybody of the opinion that Dylan does not care one jot about public perception of him,
should listen again to the disappointment and disgust that registered in his voice as he
replied to that call of ‘Judas!’ at Manchester Free Trade Hall, England 1966.
Dylan
replied “I don’t believe you-you’re a liar!” Dylan’s allegorical reference in Robert Ford
is, is it not, irony in itself?
The outlaw returned home after this, where he stayed for a very long time! Yes it is hard
to stumble.
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Flowers In Her Hair
By

Padraig Hanratty
________________________________________________

The man in me might hide sometimes
To keep from being seen.
But that’s just ‘cos he doesn’t want
To turn into some machine.
The Man In Me
Bob Dylan

Silvio stood before the bathroom mirror, carefully shaving. He’d felt refreshed after his
morning shower; the warm water had dissolved the anger, the fear and the hangover.
Now, as the razor scraped away last night’s stubble from his flesh, he began to feel
human again. He winced as the razor cut a tiny nick on his chin; a small smear of blood
bubbled threateningly, then retreated.
Silvio washed his face and brushed his teeth; one of the few blessings God had
bestowed on him was a durable set of teeth, and he cared for them for over half a century
as if they were precious pearls. He sprayed on deodorant and splashed on aftershave; he
felt a brief sting when the aftershave washed over the tiny cut on his chin.
Smoothing the hair oil on to his scalp, he carefully combed the grey, receding
hairs. Feeling fully reborn, Silvio wrapped his black dressing gown around him and
walked back to his bedroom.
It was time to listen to a Dylan song. Every morning, he chose one at random
from his vast collection; he never believed in fretting over which jewel to choose from
the treasure chest.
This morning, he selected “If Not For You”, a whimsical piece of fluff from the
early 1970s. As Silvio listened to Dylan cheerfully celebrate his dependence on his
woman, the hangover began to assert its presence again. He could see dark shadows
hidden in the catchiness of tune. In this song, love was a dangerous addiction. If the
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woman left, the sky would fall. Like an Old Testament prophet, she could cause the rain
to gather. If she walked out the door, the singer would cease to exist.
Just like what happened me when Clara left. One year, I had everything. Next
year, I had nothing. And a hell of a lot more than the rain fell on my head.
When Silvio listened to his morning Dylan song, his world stopped. The building
could catch fire, but Silvio would not move until the last seconds of the song faded away
back into the vast emptiness from where they had come.
After dressing, Silvio examined his reflection in the mirror. The reflection that
stared back was of a man dressed to meet kings. A man dressed to negotiate the future of
nations.
A fifty-five year old man stared back at him. His hair was grey, thinning, but
neatly combed and oiled. The face was clean and well shaven. A bit etched on, though.
The face of a fifty-five year old man living in Dublin.
Deep in his eyes, however, Silvio saw a thirty year old man living in New York.
A haunted, petrified man. A man gaping into the abyss, feeling his life crumble in his
grip.
Deep in the darkness of his pupils, Silvio saw a dead man. A man who, in 1976,
completely lost control. A man who lost himself and was left nowhere at all.
When Silvio came to Ireland in 1976, he left his New York shadows behind. He
severed all ties. Maybe they were severed for him.
He wasn’t always sure.

Tell me now
With a glance or a sigh.
Should I hold you close
Or let you go by?
Tell Me
Bob Dylan

Silvio and Charlie sat sipping bottles of beer on the bench outside Ellington apartments.
Although Silvio was thirty years older than Charlie, he enjoyed his neighbour’s company.
Both were comfortable in the silence. They knew each other well enough by now,
a friendship gradually built over the last two years. They often sat on the bench, smoking
cigarettes, drinking beer, sometimes talking, sometimes just enjoying the easy silence of
each other’s company.
Charlie had been complaining about some trivial nonsense in his office. Silvio
tried to warn him that work pressure can easily get out of hand.
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For ten years, Silvio had worked for Albert & Stone Advertising in Madison
Avenue, New York. Some time in 1976, he had a nervous breakdown. He was fired after
he ran through his office brandishing a pistol at one of his colleagues. Soon after that, his
wife Clara and son Daniel left him. Some months later, Silvio arrived in Dublin.
Shattered, but determined to rebuild his life.
Charlie had been ranting about the ongoing office politics at bamaLoo.com. Silvio
listened to the tedious complaints, deciding not to remind Charlie that his problems didn’t
amount to a hill of beans. In fact, they barely created a bump.
“I suppose,” Charlie sighed, “I’m just trying to map my career path.”
“You could hardly map your way to the end of the street.” Silvio gulped some
more beer. “You don’t have to drag that ball and chain around with you. You can unlock
it at 5.00 every evening. On your deathbed, you’ll have plenty of regrets. One of them
won’t be ‘Damn, I wished I’d spent more time in the office when I was younger.’ Believe
me, the less time you spend in there, the better.”
“I don’t know why I drag myself into that hell hole every day. In fact, some days,
I wonder if life’s worth living.”
“Of course it is! You just have to work out how.” Silvio couldn’t help smiling.
Charlie wouldn’t have lasted ten minutes in Albert & Stone. “Try to keep your whines in
perspective, Charlie. Otherwise, you’ll lose the plot. And the plot is like your virginity:
when you lose it, it’s very had to find it again.”
“I must have the worst job in the history of the entire universe.” Charlie lit up a
cigarette and smoked moodily for some seconds. “There has to be a better life than this.”
“Oh, yes,” Silvio nodded. “No matter what you get in life, you’re always
convinced that there’s something much better just a little bit beyond your reach. That’s
what keeps us going, I suppose: the thought that life could always get a bit better.
Otherwise, why would you bother getting up in the morning?”
“To go to the toilet,” Charlie shrugged, tapping the ash on the bench. “Or maybe
get some headache tablets and a bite to eat.”
“Of course, any time you do get want you want, it’s never quite as good as you
thought it would be. Life just seems to constantly go out of its way to disappoint you.”
“Nice to know I disappoint you, Silvio.”
“Charlie, you’d disappoint the most optimistic idealist on the planet!”
They sat in silence for some minutes.
A green Fiesta pulled into the backyard, parking near the bench. A middle-aged
woman in a dark brown suit got out. She took off her sunglasses and put them in her
black handbag. She locked the car door and only then noticed Charlie and Silvio sitting
on the bench.
“Oh, I didn’t see you there,” she smiled.
“Hi!” said Charlie.
“Good evening, Lucy,” Silvio said, nodding slightly. “Have you had a good day?”
“It was fine, Silvio. Thanks for asking.” She glanced at her watch. “Well, I’d
better get in. My stomach has been growling for food for the last two hours. I might see
you later.”
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“See you then,” Silvio called after her as she walked away. He stared at the corner
of the building for some seconds after she went around it.
“So,” Charlie asked, “are you going to Lucy’s party on Saturday evening?”
“I suppose so.”
“God, don’t have a heart attack from over-enthusiasm!”
“I’d better go.” Silvio gave a sudden shudder. “But that crazy couple from
apartment 4 will be there. They get on my nerves.”
“Bill and Kathleen? What’s wrong with them?”
“You know what they’re like. Always shouting and snarling at each other like two
mangy alley cats. They’d sicken you.”
“They love each other beneath it all.”
“Good job. No one else would stand either one of them.”
“She’s a strange one,” Charlie remarked, nodding towards Lucy’s Fiesta. “One
day, she’s as cold as a bloody icicle in a fridge in November. She looks through you as if
you were made of water. The next day, she’s all smiles and sweetness. I’d say she was a
goer in her day, though. She has that look about her...”
“There’s plenty of spirit in her.” When she was young, I’m sure she wore flowers
in her hair and told her boyfriends not to take life so bloody seriously. She would have
laughed at them as they raged at some pointless triviality. And she was right to do so. “I
noticed that about her from the first day she moved into these apartments… How old
would you say she is, Charlie?”
“God, I don’t know,” Charlie shrugged. “I’m hopeless at guessing ages.
Something between forty and eighty, I’d say.”
“That’s a magnificently specific answer! She turned fifty-six last April.”
“Get away! She looks much younger than that.”
“Yes, she does, doesn’t she? I was talking to her on her birthday. We went down
to Murphy’s for a quiet drink. I eventually got her to tell me her age. I damn near fell into
the turf fire when she told me.”
Something in Silvio’s voice made Charlie look round. Silvio was staring at
Lucy’s green Fiesta, a tiny smile curling on his lips.
“What exactly are you saying, Silvio? Do you... er... fancy her or something?”
“What? God, no!” Silvio glared at Charlie. “Don’t be so bloody stupid!”
“Well, it’s just that...”
“Never mind what you think!” Silvio snapped.

I’m just wondering if she remembers me at all.
Many times I’ve often prayed
In the darkness of my night,
In the brightness of my day.
Girl Of The North Country
Bob Dylan
Silvio sat down on his bed and lit a cigarette. The smoke billowed from his trembling
hand.
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Lucy expected Silvio to be at her party downstairs later in the evening. His
desperate attempts to wriggle out of the invitation were to no avail.
Silvio had to steady his nerves. He pressed Play on his stereo and closed his eyes
as the ominous opening chords of “Blind Willie McTell” filled the bedroom.
It was one of Silvio’s favourite songs, a lament for a passing world. A song to
sing when the carnival’s over, when they’re taking down the tents. Everywhere was
condemned. And when Dylan sang “condemned”, he sang it with all the finality that he
once sang “I’m not there, I’m gone.” There would be no debate: the arrow was painted on
the doorpost. Judgement had been passed and punishment must follow.
Silvio could remember the parties he had gone to in New York. Someone in
Albert & Stone would invite everyone back to their place for an evening of wine, cheese
and corporate bonding. But no bonding would take place. They were always evenings of
tedious intrigue, plots to derail people’s careers, conspiracies to advance one’s own
career. The cloaks and daggers always dangled amid the wine and cheese.
The room faded into a haze. Silvio blew smoke into Dylan’s voice. He no longer
saw the stereo. He saw the inside of the Columbia recording studios in New York.
Dylan sat at the piano, coughing away Silvio’s smoke. He gazed into the distance,
into the decay. An entire way of life was being wrapped up. Plantations burned as ghostly
slavery ships disappeared into the fogs of history. All the beauty and violence of the old
South - the love and the theft; the power and the greed; the sweet magnolia and the
cracking whips; the twinkling stars and barren trees; the bootlegged whiskey and chain
gangs - was fading into the night.
Outside, in Ellington Court, a car drove off.
Silvio didn’t hear it.
He heard only the voice of the man at the piano trying to capture the desolation of
the hoot owl’s song. Trying to conjure up the ghost of Blind Willie McTell. Only a dead
bluesman would be able to sing of the world’s last days.
There was always plenty of power and greed in Albert & Stone. In New York,
things were never as simple as they appeared on the surface. Every good seed that was
planted in Silvio’s brain was corrupted by his demons and would blossom wildly at the
New York parties. At one party in SoHo, he punched a colleague called Nigel Penn in the
face because he thought Penn was trying to steal the Lazer account from him. He was
very drunk that night.
Another evening, back in 1973, Silvio slept with a colleague called Julia
Cummings because he thought that she could help him get the lucrative Courtyard deal.
He had been sober that night.
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He couldn’t look into Clara’s eyes for days after that. And then he got over it.
And slept with Julia again. And a few more times, inching himself closer to the
Courtyard deal each time. He carried on the affair until the Courtyard deal was awarded
to Nigel Penn.
Silvio hated himself so much after the announcement was made that he fled down
to New Orleans for a week. He drank himself into the mouth of the grave. It took Clara a
long time to forgive him for that stunt. And she didn’t even know about Julia Cummings.
Dylan gazed impassively on an entire world that was condemned, from New
Orleans, the home of the blues, to Jerusalem, the site of the apocalypse. And every blues
singer who had ever condemned the world’s heartless ways was summoned to witness the
desolation.
As the song progressed, it seemed as if Dylan were becoming possessed by the
ghosts of all those bluesmen. He was just the vessel for invisible multitudes with their
choleric chords and righteous riffs. Every time his fingers stabbed the piano keys, another
blues singer was summoned.
In celebrating the spirit of those powerful bluesmen, Dylan had actually become
one of their number. He could not sing the blues like McTell could, but no one else could
sing the blues like Dylan could either. A few years later, Dylan would try to shrug off this
almost perfect performance, telling an interviewer that he didn’t think he’d recorded the
song right. The howling ghosts of the bluesmen would have disagreed with him.
Silvio smiled as the final chords disappeared. The Columbia studio faded back
into the bedroom.
He was looking forward to getting a chance to talk to Lucy. As he got to know her
better, as he grew gradually fonder of her company, he felt like he was shovelling a bit
more dirt into the graves of his own past. Burying the ghost of Clara, Julia and Nigel.
And burning the ghostly plantations hidden in New York.

Suddenly I turned around
And she was standin’ there,
With silver bracelets on her wrists
And flowers in her hair.
Shelter From The Storm
Bob Dylan
Silvio sat in Lucy’s kitchen, slowly pouring himself a glass a wine. In the sitting room,
the Beatles’ “Day Tripper” played softly.
Silvio looked up when he heard someone coming into the kitchen.
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Lucy was dressed in a dark blue suit and a white blouse. Silvio couldn’t decide
whether it was the outfit or Lucy’s short haircut that made her look so slim and lively this
evening.
“You look a bit lost,” Lucy smiled, “sitting in here on you own.”
“I’m fine, Lucy,” Silvio laughed. “I’m just helping myself to some wine.
Anyway, you know what I’m like. I’d be happy to sit in a corner and not say a word all
night. Though that wouldn’t be sociable, would it?”
“God, Silvio, you making me feel like I’m intruding on your space,” said Lucy, in
mock anger. “Would you prefer it if I left you alone?”
“Not at all.” Silvio sipped some wine. “When you think about it, though, we all
spend an awful lot of time talking bullshit. That was one thing I hated about New York.
Everybody had to be talking all the time. They were afraid that if they shut up for just one
second, they’d disappear, the silence would devour them.”
“We do all tend to babble a lot.” Lucy poured a glass of wine, smiling gently.
“You would get tired at times listening to the rubbish people go on about.”
“Not everyone is like that, though.” Silvio gazed into his wine, searching for the
right words. “Remember when we were in the pub last Monday night? We sat in silence a
lot of the time and we didn’t feel embarrassed.”
“But what must people have thought of us? Two people apparently brooding over
their drinks in silence. They must have thought we were two corpses looking for a
funeral.”
Lucy’s laugh echoed in the kitchen.
Silvio liked the sound. It was like hearing a fond song from childhood. It
reminded him that New York hadn’t been all shadows.
He winced as Neil Diamond’s “Sweet Caroline” began playing.
“Oh, come on,” Lucy laughed. “I’ll have no musical snobbery at my party. I
happen to think that Neil is wonderful. At least he can sing, unlike that awful Dylan thing
you’re so taken with.”
“There’s a funny story about Dylan and Diamond.” Silvio could picture Dylan
singing “Forever Young” on stage in San Francisco at The Last Waltz, looking mythic
and ridiculous. “They were both playing at a farewell concert for The Band. Diamond
gave some typically watery performance of some useless song. However, he thought he
was hot shit. He came off stage and told Dylan he’d have a hard time topping that
performance. Dylan suggested that all he’d have to do was go out on the stage and fall
asleep.”
“Why? Was he tired?” A mischievous grin spread across Lucy’s face. “I don’t
suppose anyone would have noticed the difference if he was asleep on the stage.”
Silvio found it hard to be offended at Lucy’s joke. He would have murdered
Charlie if he made a joke like that.
Also, Silvio was uncomfortably aware that part of Dylan’s 1978 stage act was
inspired by Neil Diamond’s shows. Dylan had even attended one of Diamond’s concerts
in Las Vegas, carefully studying the performance. It was always disconcerting when your
heroes lapsed into bad taste.
Then again, everyone has a secret fondness for some hopeless case or other.
Silvio made sure that no one knew about his secret Phil Collins CD collection.
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“Anyway, Silvio,” said Lucy, glancing over at the couch were Charlie and Bill
were talking. “I’d better mingle, as they say. I’d apologise for leaving you on your own,
but I know damn well you prefer it that way.”
Lucy went back into the sitting room, where Paul Simon was urging everyone to
listen to the sound of silence.
Silvio hadn’t been entirely honest with Lucy.
He found conversational silences just as awkward as everyone else did. Only this
afternoon, he had been queuing in the shop for his newspapers. A talkative young woman
in front of him started chatting to him. She was relentlessly complaining about the hot
weather, as if it had a personal vendetta against her. Silvio had nodded and smiled
sympathetically as she rambled on. Then suddenly, she stopped talking and looked at him
expectantly, awaiting his deep insights into the matter.
Silvio could have just smiled. Or sighed hopelessly at the opaque intricacies of the
weather situation. But he felt obliged to say something.
The woman continued to stare at him, eyebrows raised. Silvio felt as if the TV
cameras from ten international networks were on him. The entire world tuning in live,
watching him, waiting for some memorable quote.
“Well,” he eventually stammered, “I suppose... er... there’s... um... not a lot we
can... eh... really do about it... The weather, I mean... ah... I guess we’re... well... you
know... I suppose... stuck with it...”
The woman had just poured out her heart about her weather-related emotional
trauma and all Silvio could do was state the obvious to her. She glared at him as if he
were the most unfriendly old man she’d ever met. She turned away from him in disgust.
Silvio considered apologising to her, but he knew he’d only mess it up. He just
stood there in mortified silence, feeling the eyes of the world pierce into him.
That was why he was not eager to jump blithely into some facile conversations
with his neighbours. He was afraid that he’d say something stupid to someone and
convince everyone that he really was as crazy as they seemed to think he was. It was
better to wait in silence until he got comfortable.
Meanwhile, in the sitting room, Dusty Springfield’s “I Only Want To Be With
You” was playing on the stereo.
Silvio could hear Lucy laughing at something Bill had just said. Lucy had an
infectious laugh that tended to explode in your face. It wasn’t like Clara’s laugh at all,
Silvio thought. Clara’s laugh was always more of a gentle giggle that creased up her face
and made her eyes water. It didn’t blow your ears off, but instead crawled into your ears
like a caterpillar and tickled your brain. Especially if you were in bed with her and the
room was dark.
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Some nights in Ellington House, Silvio would lie awake in bed, remembering
Clara’s giggle, and wait to feel that tickle. He knew he never would. It was always just a
memory, never an experience relived.
Silvio was considering slipping away from the party when he saw Kathleen
approaching. Silently cursing her timing, he poured another glass of wine.
“Hiya, Silvio, are you having a good time?” Kathleen’s askew grin indicated that
the edges of sobriety were beginning to blur. “What are you sitting here in the kitchen on
your own for?”
Kathleen sat on a chair beside Silvio. She was wearing black jeans and a light
green top. Kathleen was thirty-two years old, with short blonde hair and full figure, but
some days she looked older. This was one of those days.
“Sometimes, I just like to sit back and observe things,” Silvio smiled. “You can
enjoy things as much by just observing.”
“You wouldn’t want to spend too much time watching Bill!” Kathleen grabbed a
sandwich and looked around the room. “Bastard would put years on you just looking at
him, the mood he’s in tonight. He looks like he’s been chewing a lemon all evening.
Some old slapper must have told him to shove it where the sun ain’t gonna shine
anymore. He’ll probably have tennis elbow in the morning, because I don’t want him
coming near me with that sour face on him.”
“Tennis elbow?”
“Wanker’s cramp. His hand is the only person who doesn’t tell him to fuck off
when he’s feeling randy. It’s his best friend in the world. He carries a photo of it in his
wallet.”
“I see.” Silvio grimaced involuntarily. He was in no mood for Kathleen’s crudity.
“Okay.”
“Jesus, I’m glad I ate before coming here,” Kathleen said, through a mouthful of
sandwich. “These miserable little things wouldn’t fill a baby ant.”
“I thought they were quite nice, actually.”
“Well, we all know what your taste is like, Silvio. Anyone who can spend years
listening to that crotchety old dreary shite is bound to have impaired senses.”
“Very funny,” said Silvio, sourly.
“His voice always reminds me of a frog with laryngitis.” Kathleen was obviously
warming to her theme. “I was going out with a guy a few years ago, before I hooked up
with that wreckage on the couch over there. He was one of these intense, silent,
politically active pains in the arse. All black clothes, moody cigarettes and infestations of
goatees.”
“Sounds like a charming young man.” No wonder he dressed in black, going out
with you. “How come you’re no longer with him?”
“He was mad into Dylan also.” Kathleen made this sound like the worst infection
imaginable. “He took me to one his concerts in The Point a few years ago. Christ, he
really knew how to show a girl a good time!”
“Dare I ask how you enjoyed the concert?”
“What the hell was there to enjoy?” Kathleen shook her head at the memory.
“Dylan spent the entire night squawking some rap song in Norwegian. He sounded like
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Yogi Bear’s asthmatic uncle. Christ, it was like listening to a crocodile trying to recite the
Gettysburg Address.”
“And did your… friend enjoy the show?”
“He spent the whole show staring intently at the stage, his ears quivering with
excitement. He found it spiritually moving on a social and political level, or some such
bullshit. Told me that Dylan was still a profound protest singer.”
“I suppose it depends on your definition of protest. These terms can be…”
“I can tell you, there was plenty of protesting in the audience. Along the lines of
‘Shut up and give us our fucking money back!’ Of course, the goatee was in heaven. This
was the best evening of his life. Which gives you an idea how sad that bastard’s life
was!”
Phil Collin’s “In The Air Tonight” shimmered across the room.
“There’s another whining bastard,” Kathleen groaned. “Mr ‘I’ve got millions in
the bank and still can’t get my hole’. But at least he can sing, sort of.”
“I won’t argue with you on that.” Silvio had no intention of telling Kathleen about
his secret CD collection. “Your problem, Kathleen, is that you just don’t understand what
Dylan’s trying to do with his voice. You see…”
“For God’s sake, I don’t think Dylan understands what he’s trying to do with his
voice. And as for his guitar playing! I’ve never seen anyone lay into the strings with such
reckless abandon.”
“Every performer is looking for the lost sacred chord,” Silvio smiled. “The chord
that will thrill…”
“Jesus, I’d be happy if he’d just master a few of the basic ones. He plays the
guitar with all the skill that a fish rides a bicycle.”
“Thanks for that completely meaningless analysis.” Silvio was finding the
conversation hard going, so he poured another glass of wine. “You should become a
music journalist.”
“Speaking of which, I saw a photograph of the lovely Mr Dylan in Hidden Beats a
few months ago.” Kathleen shuddered. “Has someone recently pulled him inside out?
And he appeared to have a centipede crawling across his face.”
“That’s his moustache. It’s part of his Vincent Price look.”
“God, I don’t think even the Prince of the Undead could look as scary as he does.”
“Oh, what a big moustache you have.”
“All the better to frighten you with, my dear,” replied the wolfman.
Something in the moonlight definitely still hounds him.
“It suits him,” Silvio said. “I think he looks like a riverboat gambler.”
“I think he looks like he’s out on day release from the asylum.”
“I can see there’s just no talking to you,” Silvio sighed. “May as well save my
breath.”
“God Almighty, you’re as much fun as Bill tonight, Silvio.” Kathleen assaulted
another sandwich. “I’m only joking with you. Can’t you have a little fun?”
Silvio suddenly realised why he didn’t like Kathleen. The party setting obviously
caused something to click in his brain. And the almost flirtatious way she told him to
have a little fun.
“You remember how to have fun, don’t you?”
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The last time a woman had flirted with him and told him to have fun at a party
was a long time ago. 1973, in fact. In Queens, New York. At another tedious Albert &
Stone dinner party. She too had been just over thirty. And she too had short blonde hair.
There the similarities ended, admittedly, but it was enough to connect the chains in
Silvio’s brain.
“We all need to have fun now and then.”
Julia Cummings lived in an apartment in Flushing. She told Silvio that she wanted
him to get the Courtyard deal. He was the best person for it. All she had to do was say the
word and his name would be on the dotted line.
“I mean, it is supposed to be a party, after all,” Kathleen laughed. “Though I’m
beginning to wonder.”
All Julia wanted from Silvio was a fantasy she had harboured for some months.
Since meeting him, in fact. And Silvio agreed. He wanted the contract that badly. His
desire was as burning and uncontrollable as hers.
So he rang Clara and told her that he wouldn’t be home that night. And when the
other guests had left, he followed Julia to Flushing. And forgot about Clara. As his
tongue explored the inside of Julia’s mouth, he even forgot about Julia. All he could think
about was that Courtyard contract. Even when he woke up in her bed next morning. Even
when he went home to Clara.
“You’ve gone very quiet, Silvio.” Kathleen grabbed a bottle of beer. “What’s
eating you?”
“Nothing. I’m just thinking about the past. You look like a woman I once knew in
New York.”
“Oh really?” Kathleen grinned. “Were you in love with her or something?”
“God, no!” Silvio had never, not even for one second, been in love with Julia
Cummings. “She was just someone I knew.”
“We all remind someone of someone, I suppose. You kind of remind me of
Matlock. Or is it Grandpa Simpson?”
“Jesus, you really are spoiling me with compliments! What are you going to tell
me next? That I remind you of some corpse you saw when you were a child?”
“I actually never saw any corpses when I was a child. I was lucky that way.” She
glanced darkly at Bill. “Though I’ve made up for it by going out with the living dead for
the last few years.”
Silvio glanced at the couch. Bill looked desperately miserable. He’d just let out a
sigh that rippled the fabric.
“I’m sure he’s not all bad.” Silvio decided that small talk might take his mind off
Julia. “There must be life in the old boy yet.”
“I suppose you’re right. A corpse wouldn’t get on your bloody nerves as much as
that bastard does. Do you want to know what his latest trick is? He has taken to learning
how to play the fucking harmonica now. Can you believe that? A salesman trying to be a
blues musician! And the noise out of him when he tries to play it. Sounds like the last
wail and testament of a cat dissolving in acid! He was stuck in a traffic jam one day when
he decided that he wanted to learn how to play it. His most sublime ideas always hit him
in the car.”
“Einstein claimed he had some of his best ideas in the shower.”
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“He probably had some of his best washes there, as well. Anyway, I tried to
persuade Bill that this was a ridiculous idea, even by his standards. But his one
functioning brain cell was down in the pawn shop that week.”
“Is he any good at it?”
“You must be joking!” Kathleen took a drink from her beer bottle. “I was trying
to get to sleep last night and there he was huffing and puffing into the bloody thing. I told
him it’s the only blow job he’ll ever experience.”
“Sounds like you have an interesting relationship.”
“That’s one way of putting it. Like the way two savage lions locked in a cage in
the zoo have an interesting relationship.”
Silvio took another sip of his wine. Although Kathleen did remind him of Julia,
there was something different about her. There was an honesty on the edges of her voice
that he’d never noticed before.
“He’ll never know how close he has come in the past to being burned alive in the
bed,” Kathleen declared, tapping her beer bottle. “One time, the only thing that saved him
was that I couldn’t find any bastard matches. He had probably hidden them. I often think
we’re like two condemned buildings leaning on each other. We know that if one of us
moves, we’ll both collapse.”
“I’ve always thought he had a certain roguish charm,” Silvio said, waiting for the
beer bottle to shatter under the Kathleen’s increasingly violent tapping. “The sort of guy
who’d drive a woman completely round the twist with his hopeless incompetence, but
would then melt her heart by surprising her with flowers.”
“He’d be more likely to surprise you with nettles, Silvio. You just never know
when he’s going to sting you. It’s like curling up beside a wasp every night.”
Surely if these two can survive each other’s company, there’s hope for me and
Lucy.
“Admit it, Kathleen,” Silvio laughed. “You wouldn’t have him any other way.”
“I’d actually prefer to have him stuffed and mounted. It’d be easier to keep an eye
on him. And he wouldn’t be able to duck out of the way of the darts.”
Silvio looked at Kathleen. Her eyes were eyes that had fought many battles. And
had won many battles. And no longer cared about the battles that had been lost because
many other battles would be won in the future.
“You know,” he said, as Kathleen continued to glare at the couch, “I hope you
don’t mind me saying, but I can sometimes hear the two of you.”
“Oh?” Kathleen swung her glare towards Silvio. “Having sex?”
“What?” Silvio’s face exploded into crimson embarrassment. “Jesus, no... I
mean... oh shit... sorry... what I was trying...”
“Because you’d need to have you ear pressed fairly tightly to the wall. And all the
doors open.”
“No... what I meant was...” Silvio felt like he was in the corner shop again,
desperately searching for the right words. And failing miserably. “God, I’m sorry I
started...”
“Do you know what his idea of foreplay is? A grunt and a raised eyebrow! Two
eyebrows if he’s been on the Viagra.”
Silvio stared at her in inarticulate silence. She seemed to be enjoying his
embarrassment.
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“Of course, it all goes downhill from there,” Kathleen continued. “I tell you, the
woman who invented vibrators must have been married to one of Bill’s ancestors. I’m
probably the only woman who is delighted that her partner rolls over and falls asleep as
soon as he shoots. I can get a bit of peace then.”
Silvio took a deep breath. He was determined to restore some dignity to himself.
The woman in the shop had been bad enough. But this was impossible.
“What I meant to say, Kathleen, was... er... and don’t take this the wrong way...”
“I think I already have,” said Kathleen, a smile briefly flying across her lips. “But
do go on.”
“I can sometimes hear you arguing. We all can.”
“Oh, is that all?” Kathleen started laughing.
“Well, I thought you should know. You don’t want to be inadvertently
broadcasting your private lives to the entire building.”
“Well, he can be an annoying little bollocks most of the time.” Kathleen noticed
that her drink was finished, so she grabbed another bottle. “You know, he’d wear out the
fucking patience of Mother Teresa. And she’s dead!”
Lucy walked across the room, somewhat unsteadily with a vodka and tonic in her
hand, towards the stereo.
“Well, really” Lucy laughed. “What sort of a hostess am I? I let the tape run to the
end and killed the nice music we had playing in the background.”
“No loss,” Bill grunted, loudly.
Everyone laughed. Except Kathleen. She stared silently into her beer bottle,
tearing the label.
“Now, Bill,” Lucy smiled, “just because you have no taste doesn’t mean that we
have to be deprived of music.”
She put another tape in the stereo.
“Is it Dylan?” Charlie asked. “In honour of our special guest over at the table.”
“No, it’s not. I don’t want to clear out the room.”
The room laughed again. Silvio permitted himself a social smile.
Little Richard’s “Lucille” started pounding in the background. Lucy seemed to be
the only one really pleased with the choice of music. She poured more vodka into her
glass and sat on the couch beside Bill.
“No flies on Lucy,” Kathleen remarked, nodding to the couch. “She knows it’s
best to get pissed before entering into conversation with him.”
“Surely he must have some good points?” Silvio wasn’t entirely sure. “Hidden
somewhere?”
“That’s the worst of it.” Kathleen took a hefty slug from the bottle. “Christ, I’m
getting half-pissed myself. He always manages to redeem himself somehow. He pisses
me off enough to make me want to cut him into little pieces and toast him under the grill,
but not enough to make me want to leave him.”
Silvio stared at her. Once again, he brain let him down, refusing to co-operate
with the conversation.
“A completely hopeless state of affairs.” She seemed to be talking to her bottle of
beer. And expecting it to answer her. “To fall in love with someone who constantly
drives you twenty miles round the twist. And just to ensure that there’s no escape from it,
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he loves me just as much. I know that. Despite all his bellowing and sulking, he’s as
much a lost cause as I am!”
“It doesn’t sound like a lost case to me. It sounds like something worth fighting
for.”
“Christ, we fight for it, all right,” Kathleen laughed, humourlessly. “Every bloody
day!”
“When I was married, I forgot that I had something worth fighting for. I didn’t
realise until it was too late, until it was all lost.”
“It’s all a bit of a farce, really.” Kathleen didn’t seem to have heard what Silvio
said. He felt like repeating it, so it got the attention he felt it deserved, but didn’t bother.
“He sometimes is the stupidest fucking creature that God ever put on this planet. But I
don’t want to be without him. There’s still hope for him. That’s why I can always forgive
the stupid wretch. No matter how much shite he comes out with.”
“People really do talk an awful lot of shite,” Silvio nodded. “It’s just that it’s
sometimes disguised as sparkling repartee.”
“It’s often not disguised at all,” Kathleen said, looking over at Bill.
“You Can’t Always Get What You Want” by the Rolling Stones played in the
background.
Kathleen seemed to be fighting back tears. Her lips trembled slightly.
For that moment, she didn’t remind Silvio of Julia Cummings in any way.
“I’m sorry I brought all that up, Kathleen.”
“What?” Kathleen shook herself of her thoughts. She looked at Silvio. “Well, I’m
sorry too. You really didn’t need to hear all that shit, did you? Christ, I came over here to
cheer you up! I’ll never get a job with the Samaritans, will I?”
“I don’t know,” smiled Silvio. “Maybe there is a touch of the Samaritan about
you.”
“Well, aspirations to sainthood help when you’re living with the scourge of God.”
Silvio finished his wine and put his glass on the table. He felt it was time to go.
The wine was beginning to kick in. Clara and Julia and Kathleen and Lucy all whirled
around in his head. If he drank much more, he might end up making a fool of himself. As
he had done at the Albert & Stone parties.
“Well, I’ll be off now,” he said to Kathleen. “I’m getting too old for these
parties.”
“Goodbye, Silvio.” Kathleen looked up from her bottle. “Thanks for listening to
me. Even if I was talking complete and utter shite. I’ll probably head off soon myself.
I’m half-pissed, as you’ve probably noticed.”
Silvio walked over to the couch and tapped Lucy gently on the shoulder.
“Silvio!” she beamed, looking up at him. “How are you?”
“I’m actually going to head on now, Lucy. Thanks for inviting me.”
“Are you going?” Her face showed deep disappointment. “Won’t you stay just a
little bit longer?”
“I’m getting tired, Lucy. I’d best be off.” Before I make a fool of myself.
“Just a while. The party’ll be over soon anyway.”
She placed her hand on Silvio’s arm and gripped it. Not tightly. But enough to
send a sudden shiver of electricity flowing through him.
“I’ll see you tomorrow, Lucy,” he smiled.
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She gazed up at him. He tried to read her eyes, but gave up. Part of him was afraid
of what he might see.
“Well, if you’re sure,” she sighed.
“Yes. And thanks for everything.”
She slowly loosened her grip on his arm. He smiled at her again, his heart
pounding. His brain searched for suitable parting words. None came.
He walked towards the door as Frank Sinatra’s “Moonriver” began playing.

I ain’t too good at conversation, girl,
So you might not know exactly how I feel.
Don’t Fall Apart On Me Tonight
Bob Dylan
Silvio was whistling “Changing Of The Guards” as he walked down to the shop. The sun
burned on the city, but a cool breeze made the heat bearable. Shaw Road was bustling
with afternoon traffic, human and mechanic. Silvio smiled at people he passed on the
street. Some smiled back.
There was a queue in the shop. He grabbed his two newspapers and went to the
end of the queue. He was humming gently to himself now. He looked at the woman in
front of him.
He stopped humming and froze.
It was the woman he had met here before. The woman who had complained about
the heat. The woman who had reduced him to tongue-tied incoherence.
She obviously sensed that he was looking at her. She turned around, a puzzled
look on her face. A tiny flicker of recognition then flashed in her eyes. She remembered
him, but couldn’t seem to connect where she’d seen him before. She brushed her brown
hair back from her eyes to study him more closely.
“Hello, again,” Silvio smiled. Unable to think of anything further to say, he
shrugged at her.
“Hello,” she muttered, still frowning.
The queue moved closer to the counter.
“Nice... um... breeze today,” said Silvio, looking out to the street. A crisp wrapper
rustled by the door. “It takes the sting out of the heat.”
“I suppose so,” she replied, moving forward with the queue. “Better than it was
the past few weeks. Christ, there were some days there when you could hardly breathe
with...”
She stopped. Her face darkened as she made the connection. Complaining about
the heat must have reminded her where when she’d met Silvio before. All tentative
friendliness fled from her eyes.
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“But,” she said, sternly, “as you said the last time I complained about the weather,
there’s nothing we can do because we’re stuck with it. So I won’t waste your time again
by trying to be civil!”
She turned to face the counter.
Silvio stared at her back, long brown hair flowing down on a white blouse. His
face burned red. He rubbed his chin absently, as if he had been struck by a blow. In front
of him, the rigid brown and white back dared him to reopen the conversation.
Silvio took a deep breath, determined to endure the situation. By the time he
reached the counter, his face had faded back to its normal colour. He paid for the papers
and scurried back out to the street.

But your heart is like an ocean,
Mysterious and dark.
One More Cup Of Coffee
Bob Dylan
The door to Silvio’s bedroom was closed. The curtains were drawn across. Inside the
cocoon, Silvio sat in his chair, a cigar in his hand, a glass of brandy on the armrest.
For the next hour, Silvio watched his Hard Rain video. Dylan in 1976 roaring his
songs in front of a rain-soaked crowd. Musicians jerking involuntarily as they got electric
shocks from the wires.
McGuinn looked to be irreparably stoned that day, his gaze firmly fixed on a
distant purple horizon that only he and some mystic aliens could see.
Baez attempted to sing some duets with Dylan. She knew she couldn’t control the
raw force that raged beside her. She might as well have tried to harmonise with a tornado
or a gorilla.
And yet, in all that raucous chaos, Dylan created a work of art that, while not
exactly a thing of beauty, was a thing of mesmerising power. Not even the pouring rain
could quench its fire.
In 1976, Silvio had his own raucous chaos to deal with. His friends in Madison
Avenue began to treat him differently. His wife was slowly fading before his eyes. His
son no longer really knew him.
Silvio didn’t remember those years too well. They were the bad times.
Alcoholism. Cocaine. Mental disintegration. Nervous breakdown. Divorce.
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He remembered being escorted by police from his office on Madison Avenue one
cold April morning, screaming and waving a pistol in the air. He remembered the
seemingly endless months in the white rooms of the mental institution. He remembered
Clara and Daniel boarding the plane to San Francisco, never to return.
“I lost myself in the middle of all that chaos, Bob,” Silvio said to the TV screen as
the cigar smoke began to smother the room. “There was lots of raging glory between
Clara and me, wasn’t there? Remember that night I made one last stab at holding on to
her? The rain pouring down on us on Fifth Avenue. The city all lit up. Above the top of
the skyscrapers, total darkness. Do you remember it, Bob? Her trying to get into the cab
and me holding on to her arm, begging her not to go. Her sister waiting for her in Long
Island, rubbing her bitch hands in anticipation. Me shouting, frightening the people on the
sidewalk, knowing that if she gets into that cab, that it’s all over.”
Silvio poured himself another brandy.
Dylan hammered out the opening chords of “Idiot Wind”, glaring into the crowd.
Searching for the devil that was hounding him. Daring it to show its face.
“The bruise on her face was beginning to really show that night as she broke away
from me and struggled into the cab. That was the last thing I saw. And when I saw it, I
think my mind snapped. That bruise... Her face... Just below her left eye... I knew then
what a complete bastard I had become somewhere along the way.”
Dylan glared back at him.
“Remember the punch, Bob? There’s no point saying that it was just temporary
madness. Bullshit! I wanted to hurt her. I knew what I was doing. For those few seconds,
I wanted to hurt her with that punch. Just because she threw the cup of coffee at me.
Why? Can you remember, Bob? I can’t. All I remember is standing there in disbelief,
wiping the coffee off my face, feeling it soak into my shirt, burning me. And looking at
her. Do you remember the smell of the steam rising from my shirt? My flesh scalding
beneath it... Jesus Christ, she would pay for that! And everything else that had happened.
But for that, in particular. I just stared at her in fury.”

oooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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Work-Life balance
By Paula Radice
Not much Dylan related to write about this month, I'm afraid: in fact, I feel
completely uninspired. I am knee-deep in packing and preparation for a week-long trip to
southern Normandy with 49 ten and eleven-year-olds (starting Monday morning at 5
a.m.) and so much time and effort has gone into getting all the paperwork, risk
assessments, Bills, collective passport, travel details, money, medications, group lists,
room groups etc. etc. etc. ready, that this trip has almost completely taken over my life
for the past three or four weeks (it’s taken a year to plan and organize, but the last month
or so is always the worst bit).
And there’s really not been too much on the Dylan front to get excited about, has there?
The plaudits for Chronicles are still regularly appearing (as are the foreign editions of the
book, the latest being an Italian translation), but no news yet of a European tour, or any
date for a new album.
I did hear from Bob and Linda Hocking (of Zimmy’s Restaurant at Hibbing) that they
had a wonderful time in Seattle at the launching of the big Dylan exhibition there (they
had been invited because they have lent some Hibbing/Dylan memorabilia), and the
photos they sent did indeed make it look fantastic - see below. They were certainly in
very illustrious company, with Izzy Young, Suze Rotolo, John Cohen, Daniel Kramer,
Bruce Langhorn, Sally Grossman and many other Dylan-notables present for a round of
social gatherings and lectures to open the exhibition. The Hocking’s sent me loads of
photos of all the luminaries present, but I don't feel happy publishing them without
permission: if I get the go-ahead from Bob and Linda I’ll put them in next month’s piece.
I’m sure they won’t mind me using a few photos of themselves, though, for now.
Which British museum should we petition to get the exhibition over here for a while?
Since Seattle is about as far away from England as it is possible to be, I sincerely doubt
I’ll be able to get there, much as I'd like to.
Deep as the gloom of a British winter is, however, I've been relieved - having had
weather news from a number of residents of Hibbing - that I don't live there: they've got
feet and feet of snow, and daytime temperatures of minus 10 degrees at the moment!
So, I'm largely preoccupied with thoughts of school this month, but hope the photos will
make up for the absence of any enlightened or enlightening Dylan analysis! Au revoir!
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Bob and Linda Hocking at the opening of the EMP’s ‘Bob Dylan’s American Journey’
Exhibition

Bob and Linda outside the Exhibition

The clock in this photo is from Abe Zimmerman’s office and is one of the items lent to
the exhibition by Zimmy’s.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R.Stokes

GOING DOWN IN THE SWAMP
(With a ship the Black Freighter)
In his ‘Farewell to Freewheelin’ article in Freewheelin’ 232 Jim Gillan fired off
the following warning and gave some very wise advice:
‘However much armchair explorers might imagine themselves in the skin of
another, it’s only by being there that any sort of meaningful discovery might be
made. Feel for yourself, rather than rely on the opinion of others.’
Let me say straight away how sad I was at Jim leaving the group. I have always really
enjoyed Jim’s off-the-wall creativity and in particular those surreal moments where Jim
met Dylan, Jesus and God him/herself whilst taking a bath! An intriguing soap opera
indeed so far as I was concerned. And never let it be forgot that Jim was writing about
Dylan appearing in an advert for women’s undergarments long before Dylan threw up his
love (and some may say his creditability) whilst some stick figured babe ghosted like a
dream under his set of deep turquoise eyes.
I did get the feeling from many of Jim’s articles though that he was never too enamoured
by the writings of those who endeavoured to interpret Dylan’s works for their own ends.
And by ‘own ends’ I mean that these writers set down their thoughts in order to satisfy
their own desire to express what a particular song means to them. Dylan himself has of
course many times criticised the over interpretation of his songs and probably never more
so than when that interpretation related to what is called his ‘protest songs’. This was
emphasised in the following exchange that took place during his recent ’60 minutes’
interview:
Interviewer:
I know and I accept that you don’t see yourself as a voice of that generation. But some
of your songs did stop people cold. And they saw them as anthems and they saw them
as protest songs, it was important in their lives. It sparked a movement.
You may not have seen it like that but that’s the way it was for them. How do you
reconcile those two things?
Dylan:
My stuff were songs you know. They weren’t sermons. If you examine the songs I don’t
believe you’re gonna find anything in there that says I’m a spokesman for anybody or
anything really.
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Interviewer:
Well they saw it.
Dylan:
Well they must not have heard the songs.
Interviewer:
It’s ironic you know that the way people viewed you was just the polar opposite of the
way you viewed yourself.
Dylan
Ain’t that somethin’?
I have heard some people say that his performance during the ‘60 minutes’ was just
Dylan extending the myth, not letting the public get any closer to him: a reminder that it
is not he or she or them or it that he belongs to. If that is the case then perhaps the
continual put down of his achievements is designed to flout the rules that the masters
make for both the wise men and the fools: the rules of etiquette that say you have to be
gracious and thankful in the face of merit and praise. Perhaps it is all a ploy to make
people believe that he really has got nothing, Ma, to live up to. Life imitating art eh?
It is however this question of the criticism that surrounds the interpretation of Dylan’s
songs that causes some unrest with me. You will understand the reason for my unrest of
course: I have spent most of my time in Freewheelin declaring my own interpretation of
Dylan’s songs: expressing the images I see in the them, dissecting them for my own ends,
taking the songs apart and trying to find out what made them tick. In that exploration I
probably also have found out what makes me tick but in reality it was a continual search
for the reason why the songs had become so important to me, whey were they so
effective in my life. In the end I put it down to the love of the songs because, after all, no
matter what you think about it, love is all there is. It makes the world go round.
I should not feel alone however in the practice of interpreting songs for my own ends. I
am in good company and indeed I am in the company of Bob Dylan himself. In chapter 5
of Chronicles Volume One, he writes at length about a song that became important in his
life, he extols with great lucidity the images he saw in it and he admits that, in order to
get closer the song he ‘ took the song apart and unzipped it’. So the person who so readily
accusers others of the misdemeanor of interpretation should stand accused himself. Aint
that somethin’?
The song that became so important in Dylan’s life was one that he heard in 1962 when he
visited his then girlfriend Suze Rotolo whilst she was working on a musical production at
a theatre in Christopher Street, New York. The song was called ‘A Ship the Black
Freighter’ which had the alternative title ‘Pirate Jenny’. This is how Dylan introduces the
song into Chronicles and expresses some initial images that he sensed in the song:
‘The song that made the strongest impression was a show-stopping ballad, “A Ship
the Black Freighter.” Its real title was “Pirate Jenny,” but I didn't hear that in the
song so I didn’t know what the real title was. It was sung by some vaguely masculine
woman, dressed up like a scrubbing lady who performs petty tasks, goes about
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making up beds in a ratty waterfront hotel. What drew me into the song at first was
the line about the ship the black freighter, that comes after every verse. That
particular line took me back to the foghorns of ships that I’d heard in my youth and
the grandiosity of the sounds had stuck in my mind. Seemed like they were right on
top of us.
Duluth, even though it’s two thousand miles from the nearest ocean, was an
international seaport. Ships from South America, Asia and Europe came and went
all the time, and the heavy rumble of the foghorns dragged you out of your senses by
your neck. Even though you couldn’t see the ships through the fog, you knew they
were there by the heavy outbursts of thunder that blasted like Beethoven's Fifth two low notes, the first one long and deep like a bassoon. Foghorns sounded like
great announcements. The big boatscame and went, iron monsters from the deep,
ships to wipe out all spectacles. As a child, slight, introverted and asthma stricken,
the sound was so loud, so enveloping, I could feel it in my whole body and it made
me feel hollow. Something out there could swallow me up.’
Quite an introduction before Dylan goes on to have his own stab at interpretation:
‘After I heard the song maybe a couple of times, I kind of forgot about the foghorns
and got tuned in to the point of view of the maid, where she’s coming from, and it’s
the driest, coldest place. Her attitude is so strong and burning. “The gentlemen”
who she is making up beds for have no idea of the hostility inside of her and the
ship, the black freighter, seems to be a symbol for some messianic thing. It’s always
getting closer and closer and maybe now it’s even got its damn foot in the door. The
scrubbing lady is powerful and she’s masquerading as a nobody – she’s counting
heads. The song takes place in a hideous netherworld where soon, “every building ...
a flat one, the whole stinking place will be down to the ground.” All except hers. Her
building will be okay and she’ll be safe and sound. Later in the song the gentlemen
begin to wonder who lives there. They’re in trouble, but they don’t know it. They
were always in trouble, but never knew it. People are swarming near the docks and
the gentlemen are chained up and brought to her and she’s asked if they should be
killed now or later. It’s up to her. The old scrubbing lady’s eyes light up at the end
of the song. The ship is shooting guns from its bow and the gentlemen are wiping the
laughs off their faces. The ship is still turning around in the harbor. The old lady
says, “Kill ‘em right now, that'll learn ‘em.” What did the gentlemen do to deserve
such a fate? The song doesn’t say.’
Symbolism, quotations, explanations: it’s all there. Then Dylan takes the song into a
wider context, interpreting it for his own ends:
‘This is a wild song. Big medicine in the lyrics. Heavy action spread out. Each
phrase comes at you from a ten-foot drop, scuttles across the road and then another
one comes like a punch on the chin. And then there’s always that ghost chorus about
the black ship that steps in, fences it all off and locks it up tighter than a drum. It’s a
nasty song, sung by an evil fiend, and when she’s done singing, there’s not a word to
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say. It leaves you breathless. In the small theater when the performance reached its
climactic end the entire audience was stunned, sat back and clutched their collective
solar plexus. I knew why it did, too. The audience was the “gentlemen” in the song.
It was their beds that she was making up. It was their post office that she was
sorting mail in, and it was their school she was teaching in. This piece left you flat on
your back and it demanded to be taken seriously. It lingered. Woody had never
written a song like that. It wasn't a protest or topical song and there was no love for
people in it.’
Then Dylan confesses to the crime of messing with the song:
‘Later, I found myself taking the song apart, trying to find out what made it tick,
why it was so effective. I could see that everything in it was apparent and visible but
you didn't notice it too much. Everything was fastened to the wall with a heavy
bracket, but you couldn't see what the sum total of all the parts were, not unless you
stood way back and waited 'til the end. It was like the Picasso painting Guernica.
This heavy song was a new stimulant for my senses, indeed very much like a folk
song but a folk song from a different gallon jug in a different backyard. I felt like I
wanted to snatch up a bunch of keys and go see about that place, see what else was
there. I took the song apart and unzipped it - it was the form, the free verse
association, the structure and disregard for the known certainty of melodic patterns
to make it seriously matter, give it its cutting edge. It also had the ideal chorus for
the lyrics.’
In other words, Dylan just loved this song. It changed his life and he couldn’t stop
thinking about it. Yet in that process Dylan became what Jim might call one of the
‘armchair explorers’ who ‘might imagine themselves in the skin of another’. If we
took Jim’s advice to: ‘Feel for yourself, rather than rely on the opinion of others’ then
we would have to search out the song and listen to it. And if, in that listening, we didn’t
feel the things that Dylan felt and didn’t see the things that Dylan saw, then I suppose that
Dylan would retort: ‘Well they must not have heard the song’. Yes Bob, ain’t that
somethin’?
So the question I ask is that what makes a Dylan song so special, so sacred, so
untouchable that I am not allowed to express my feelings about it in the same way (but
nowhere near so eloquent) as Dylan does when he writes about ‘A Ship the Black
Freighter’. Of course I am not saying that my interpretations are definitive because I
strongly believe that there are as many interpretations to a song as there are as many
people who listen to it. Everyone will see something different but, for whatever reason great or small, some have a desire to express their feelings. I agree with Jim, the best
method of appreciating anything is to feel for yourself rather than rely on the opinion of
others but it must not be forgotten that without opinion there would be no narrative to
life. And of course, without freedom of speech, I might be in the swamp!
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